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Facility Criticized
For Class Scheduling

1982-83
Budget
Underway

forced to miss classes, because
home athletic engagements are
In a letter dated October 5, 1981 scheduled in class time.
In the course of the letter,
and addressed to the Administration, co-authors Dr. George Higgins and Tull state the breach of
Higgins and Dr. Reverend Tull faculty regulations concerning
sought to bring to .the attention of scheduling "convey to the students
the College community what they -the suggestion that the faculty does
believe is "a serious and growing not abide by its own regulations."
problem of academic discipline in Dr. Reverend Tull believes the
" the College." This problem stems faculty as a whole is responsible for
from an "increasing'V number of the creation of this "anomolous"
faculty members and departments - situation. The Higgins-Tull letter
which deem it necessary to proposes that facility rules either ;
schedule classes and athletiq be made clear and enforced or that
'
engagements at times not desig- ,. all such regulations be abolished, in
nated in the schedule established which case each faculty member or
department would have the_
by faculty regulations.
Dr. Reverend Tull did not cite freedom to do as they wish. Should
any specific faculty members or the latter proposal be adopted, Dr.
departments, but he did say that Reverend Tull believes chaos
this breach of faculty regulations would result.
In defense of scheduling a class
"puts the student at a disadvantage" and "can present students fifteen minutes longer into the
with serious problems." Both lunch period, Professor Mille
Higgins and Tull are in the coun- Riggio believes her class from
selling and the teaching fields and 11:30-12:45 p.m. on Mondays and
have had students approach them Wednesdays next semester is the •
with scheduling problems on many result of a "last minute expedient
measure." She professes clear
separate occasions.
Some of the prqblenjs that have reservations about scheduling,, -.,•<
been reported as a result of the ' classes in breach 'hi facuity iregu--"''^
scheduling modifications include: lations but says her decision to do
students who are unable to have so was "the best of a series of bad
lunch, because classes have been options." By extending a class fifrescheduled through the desig- teen minutes into.the lunch period,
nated lunch period; students who the time in which a student has to
are unable to take certain courses eat is shortened from forty-five
as announced, because times of minutes to thirty minutes. No
other courses have been scheduled complaints have been lodged
into one-and-a-half' time periods; against 'Professor Riggio who has
students who are unable to take had between thirty and forty adcourses because classes have been visees in the past.
Professor Riggio does have a
scheduled during the time the
College has set aside Tor athletic class for this semester that is
activities; and students who are
continued on page 5
by Mark Henderson

by Elizabeth M.Davis

Although the budgetary calendar
does not expire for another seven
months, the Treasurer's Office is
already making preparations for its
New Year. According to Allan
Sauer, Budget Director and Business Manager, "there are many
facets to the budget of the College"
and consequently planning for the
next fiscal period must be underway before the previous one has
even seen its midway point.
Trinity operates on a nearly 20 Newly elected student reps, Jennifer Wolfe and Henry D'Auria (far right)
photo by A. Marc AcKerman
million dollar budget, Sauer stated. with SGA president Tom Hefferon.
This seemingly bountiful figure
must be apportioned so that it
covers all the College's expenses
from salaries to pencils^
The process of formulating a
feasible budget is a long, involved
one and, as may be expected,
begins with the filling out of many
viewed for five to '.en minutes.
by losf'i'h MsAleer
forms. In the third week of
Finally, after ^private, discussion
November each campus office or • During the'weekly meeting of
each SGA representative voted for
department received budget the Student Government Associa- a first, second, and third choice;
request forms accompanied by the tion last'Tuesday, the two student
each position carried a point value.
figures of their recent fiscal history representatives for the faculty fra- The points were then tabulated and
and a percentage of increase within ternity study committee were the winners were selected.
which they are expected to main- chosen. They are Henry D'Auria
In addition to D'Auria and
tain their projected budget.
• '83 and Jennifer Wolfe '84. These Wolfe, freshmen Michael Duffy
With all of this in hand, the two students were selected from a and Jeanine M. tooney; sophooffice personnel in charge of field of ten during the meeting mores Stephen Klots and W.
working out the next year's budget which lasted nearly three hours. Townsend Ziebold; juniors Chuck
Guck, Ted Hartsoe, and Todd
must examine different expense
The procedure for screening and
and
senior
Joseph
categories such as office supplies selecting the representatives was" Beati;
and equipment maintenance and carefully organized. Each of the Reinemand applied for the two
decide how to distribute the candidates submitted written state- positions. Looney did not show up
continued on page 5
allotted percentage of increase. If, ments, which were read indiafter trimming wherever possible, vidually by every SGA member
the final figure represents a larger prior to the question period. Then,
increase than that for which the each student appeared separately
continued on page 5
-before the SGA and was intermistakes, and get into trouble,"
States, she commented, "I feel like
by Marego Athans
then maybe she can start writing.
Confucius visiting kingdoms."
The key, she "noted, is to possess
Her main concern in her writing,
Last Friday, the Mead Lecture in
the courage to sink into others'
Histo'ry presented the world she said, is with relationships
lives.
With a bellyful of bravado and just a pinch of panache, The Tripod's
renowned Chinese novelist and between people, adding, "Because
second semester officers ceremoniously grabbed the reins of power from
While Ding Ling's philosophy
revolutionary, Ding Ling. Professor I write about people, I must underIhe old regime. After much proselytizing and smoke-filled-room
of History Edward Sloan intro- stand them." She explained that to
has brought her much happiness
diplomacy, ballots were tabulated and winners announced.
, duced Ding Ling with a brief his- be a creative writer one must have
and success, it was not easy to fulvaluable characters in a "store
Proudly carrying The Tripod banner will be Editor William N. Gregg,
tory of her life.
fill. She told the audience it vtas
a highly-qualified veteran of the sports and managing editorships.
difficult for her to break down
In the 1920's in Shanghai, Ding room," and work on them and
Assisting Bill at the top will be Sports Editor Martha Townes, who will
Ling began publishing fiction polish them to make them
barriers and delve into foreign
assume the position of Managing Editor. Kathleen Caruso, a tough-asnovels, of which Diary' of Miss resemble society's characters. "I
environments. Her first experinails contributing editor, will be The Tripod's new News Editor. Nancy,
Sophie and Mother are the two am not smart," she asserted. "What
ences with the working class terriFunk graciously relinquished her position as Hartford Editor to David
most famous. She and her husband, inspires me are new people, new
fied her. According to Ding, in
Lindquist in favor of. assuming the appointment of Associate News
both political revolutionaries, were life, and new environments that
Shanghai she was young and all the
Editor. Jennifer Wolfe will relieve Sarah Shanley in the role of Arts
arrested in the early. 1930's. promote my creativity." These
workers knew that she did not
Editor next semester, and Stephen Gellman will tackle the sports secReleased in 1936, Ding Ling began "new" impressions form the basics
belong. Although she stood detertion.
to use writing to express her con- of D"ing Ling's writing. But much
mined not to let them intimidate'
science; The Sun Shines Over the more input is required after the iniIn the Copy Editing Department, Lynda Gaines will repeat her comher, her efforts to sink into the
Sanggan River, about peasant land tial impression. She said she must
mand performance of this semester, assisted by Joanne Matzen and
working class society failed
"live
in
the
environment,
make
reform, was her famous work of
Robert Conrad. Contributing Editors will be Marego' Athans, Karen
continued on nage 5
that period. In 1957 she was exWebber, and Francie Norris. The Tripod darkroom will be more
pelled from the Chinese Commucrowded than usual, harboring Mary Ann Corderman and John Hardy
nist Party and sent to the countryas Co-Photography Editors and David Siskind as Associate Photo
side for reform, during which time
Editor. Handling the vast financial realm of Trinity's number one camshe spent four years in solitary conpus newspaper once again will be Advertising Manager A. Marc Ackerfinement. Finally she was released
man, Business Manager Martha Gillis, and Circulation Manager DanDart Hits Bull's-eye!
'
p. 6
and reappeared in 1979, resuming
ny Bararch. Furthermore, Marybeth Callan will be installed in the
her literary work.
newly-resurrected post of Announcements Editor.
A Salute to the '81 Fall Athletes
'.. p.8-9
The Trinity community applauds these privileged students on the ocThe lecture began on a rather
humorous note, as Ding Ling, aided
casion of their investiture. Outgoing Editor Joe McAleer is to be comby a translator, thanked "Hartford ,
mended for a truly outstanding semester both in terms of editoria
Food For Thought.'.
p. 10
University" for inviting her. . She
quality and personal leadership. To be sure, the new administration will
has been visiting so many universibe typified by unparalleled journalistic refinement. First issue: Tuesday,
ties since she arrived in the United
December 15. Get psyched!
• .
Guardian Angels Plan Patrol
p. 13 j

Student Reps Chosen
For Frat-Study Group

Writer Describes Peasant life
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AIESEC: The Students' Road To Business Management

program has probably left many it to themselves to find out more
This concept introduces the other volved with the exchange process or
questions unanswered. This was about the program. Call AIESEC
reception
of
foreign
students.
activity of AIESEC: running the
partly the intention of this writer, at 278-4232, drop a note in Box
Finally, in mid-October, five
committee,
AIESECAre you interested in , inter- local
but it is also due to the intangible 5000, come to a meeting (Tuesdays,
AIESEC
members
and
its
trainee
national business or economics? TRIN1TY. Since it is totally
goals
of AIESEC and its wide scope 9 P.M., AIESEC office — Mather)
How about foreign languages and student-run from the world from Australia attended the Noror talk to any AIESEC member. Inof activities.
theast
Regional
Conference
in
Pitcultures? Do world issues interest headquarters in Brussels, to the'
terested students should take adOne
doesn't
have
to
be
an
tsburgh, Three other members
you? Are you a highly motivated, national office in New York City,
Economics major to be in AIESEC. vantage of this opportunity, but
traveled
to
Ohio
for
the
Conference
-extremely capable, responsible per- down to The Trinity committee here
But, if students are interested in the those who arc not interested should
of Central U.S. committees.
son with leadership qualities? Are in the basement of Mather, much
activities
and can identify with the be at least aware that AIESECyou looking for an outlet to use work and responsibility is
characteristics
mentioned, they owe TRINITY exists.
This brief sketch of the AIESEC
in
running
the
your communication or marketing necessary
skills? Or would you like tcdevelop • organization'. As a result of the
yonr • leadership skills,'' self- many Tliffereht activities AIESEC
confidence, and ability to wor.k undertakes, there is a high degree of
flexibility and potential for personal
with others,?
Don't worry — this is not "a sales development. This may be the most
pitch for the Army, But, if you're obvious benefit AIESEC offers.
answered "yes" to any of these
questions, then there exists a fanWhat are these activities AIESEC
tastic opportunity for you at is involved in? This semester
Trinity. It's called AIESEC - and AIESC-TRINITY is hosting two
I'll bet many of you haven't even foreign students who are participatheard of it.
ing in the exchange. Phil Rhinehart,
AIESEC stands for The Inter- the Australian trainee, is working
national Association of Students in for Northeast Utilities in Hartford.
Economics and Management, Its Peter Hein, a student from Sweden
goals aie to promote international is working for Stanadyne in Winunderstanding and cooperation in dsor Locks.
,
the business community. But more
specifically, AIESEG seeks to idenAIESEC, furthermore, cotify a select group of students and sporisored the lecture given by the
help them develop their leadership British
journalist,
Michael
potential,
Harrington, on Tuesday evening,
photo by A. Marc ACkormon
Class Committee reps bold class meetings to gather ideas tor class activities.
November 2, Faculty, students and
.members of the Hartford comWhat does that,ideology translate-••• munity attended this interesting and
into? Basically, AIESEC engages
informative lecture concerning
class-related functions. In January
Hooper and Lyn Snodgrass; SGA
by Mary Ann Corderman
in two functions. First, probably
Margaret Thatcher's policies in
the class committees would like to
representatives John Bennelli ancl
the most important activity, is the
Britain.
sponsor a contest for class slogans
Last Thursday and Friday the Gigi Dolen; Vice President Tom
operation of an international
and have the winning slogans printraineeship exchange. AIESEC is
Class Committees held class Smith and Jerry Harsen, Director
In addition, we are organizing a
ted up on bumper stickers that they
organized in about 400 universities Businessman's Luncheon
meetings for the first time. Those of Alumni Relations.
to
would then sell as a means of raising
all over the world. The exchange acquaint area businessmen with
present at the meeting included
money. Also discussed were other
jllows students from these commit- AIESEC and to promote interacsophomore class representatives
Although attendance was poor,
means of raising money and the
ees to go abroad and work for a tion between the business comElizabeth Davis, Jackie Kim, Mary there was some discussion and
breign company, while the local munity, Trinity College, and our
Acunzo and Bob Flynn; junior class several suggestions /or class ac- possibility of each class picking a
charity and conducting a fund'
committees have the opportunity to. students, Some of the members are
representatives Wendy Farnham, tivities emerged. The classes hope to
lost a foreign student in their busy marketing AIESEC to area
Leif Fellinger, and Todd Beatti; considerably augment the activities raising drive for-the'charity they
:ommunity.
senior class representatives Patty For spring weekend by sponsoring^ selected.
businesses, while others are inby Maria Sparagna

Class Committees Gather Ideas
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£¥3emor3al
Service
A memorial service for Mark C.
loulanger will be tieldjn the Trinity
"hapel"on Tuesday, November 24
t 4:00 p.m., Boulanger, a member
>f the Class of 1982, died June 3 of
ijuries sustained in a traffic acident. He was an engineering
aajor at Trinity.

Otuistmas
Vacation
Job
The Admissions Office needs two
tudents to work as Office
assistant/Tour Guide December
1-23, 28-30, and January 4-15.
Vork-Study eligible students pre:rred. Contact Kathy Mills in
inancial Aid,

Lectyre on
Sin and Syntax"
.'Dr. Harold C. Martin, Charles
.. Dana College Professor of the
lumanities at Trinity, will present a
ubltc lecture at 4:00 p.m. on
uesday, December I, in the
/idener Gallery of Austin Arts,
•enter. His topic is, "Sin and Synix: Early American Fictional
tyle."
......
The lecture is open to all rriem:rs of the College -community. A
erry reception for the lecturer will
How.

How to Say
Hello on the
Long Walk"
yes, "How to Say Hello on the
ing Walk" actually does.exist and
ili even meet at 8:00 • P.M.,
jvember 30. Due to the number
people who signed up, we'll be
:eting at DKE. Absolutely

everyone is welcome, whether you
signed up for the course or not.
Ancl it would still be really neat if
any faculty decide to show up.
Michael Topp &
Eddie Magro

Work-Study
The Dean of Student's Office
seeks a student to work with the
Assistant Dean in administrative
tasks relative to Minority Advisor
Program. Student will maintain
communication with minority
students on campus, disseminate,info pertinent to minority students,
coordinate activities initiated by
Dean of Student's Office.
I Students should have some
typing ability, be able to work independently, conduct research,
handle correspondence. WorkStudy eligible students preferred.

Contact Kalhy Mills in Financial
Aid.

TCBWO

Trip to M t
Tremblanf

TCBWO (Trinity Coalition of
Black Women's Organization) will
be sponsoring a Planned Parenthood lecture at 7:30 on Wednesday,
December 2nd, at the Umoja house
located on 110 Vernon. All women
on campus are encouraged to attend.

The Trinity Outing Club is sponsoring a repeat of last year's ski trip
to Mt. Tremblant in Quebec.
Canada. We will depart from
Trinity College on Jan. 11 via
motorcoach, spend 5 exciting days
skiing, and five wild nights at Le St.
Jovite hotel and return on Jan. 17
in time for spring'registration. Participation is open to all members of
the Trinity community and their
guests. Reservations will be accepted on a first come, first serve basis.
Approximate cost,.- including bus
service, hotel costs, and ski lift
tickets will be $150.00,
For further information, contact
P.O. Box 8000.

Classifieds
HELP WANTED
Attention: College Students . . .
Turn your free time into money. High commissions and valuable
work experience to be gained in sales. Make your own hours!
Call 527-3274, Mr. Sigman,
The Makris Diner needs full or part time work. Number is 529^652.
1795 Berlin Turnpike.

RECREATION
HAMMERHEAD will be performing in the Washington Room on
Friday, December 11th, from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. Watch for
further details.
The Tripod charges 10* per word with a tea word minimum. You
may pay by check or money order. Make payable to the "Tripod."
Please send money and ad thru campus mail to Box 1310. Money
must be in the Friday prior to the issue in which your ad is to run!

Hoiiday Fair
The Women's Club of Trinity
College will hold Its annual Holiday
Fair on Tuesday, December 1 from
9:30 to 2 p.m. in Mather basemen',
opposite the post office. Hiindcrafted items and home baked
goods will be offered for sale.
As always, proceeds from the fair
will be used for special projects on
campus, community projects and
scholarships.

Race, Hunger
And CfirSsiians"
Paul Divert, Catholic Chaplain
at Columbi* University, wiJ] speak
on "The Arms Race, Hunger and
Christians" at 7:30 p.m. in'McCook
Auditorium. This is another World
Hunger Days event, sponsored in
part by the Newman CI%b,

Conn P! BO
* ,

On Friday December 4, ConPIRG and the Earthweek coalition
will be "sweeping the campus,"
collecting newspapers to be
recycled.
Please leave your old newspapers
in' a p'ile in your dorm. Contact you
RA for the exact location.
The TRINITY TRIPOD.
Volume 80, Issue 11;
November 24, 1981. The
The Career Counseling Office is
TRIPOD is published weekly
sponsoring a resume and cover leton Tuesday, except vacater writing workshop on Monday,
tions, during the academic
November 30, 1981, at 3 P.M. in
year. Student subscriptions
the Washington Room.
are included in the student
activities fee; other subThe workshop will.be held the.
scriptions are $12.00 per
Monday after Thanksgiving break,
year. The TRIPOD is printed
so plan ahead. The workshop is
by the Palmer Journal
open to all students and will
Register, Palmer, MA, and
highlight good resume writing
published at Trinity College,
• techniques as well as the purposes
Hartford, CT. Advertising
of a cover letter. Undergraduates
rates are $3.00 per column
who will be conducting summer job
inch, $30,00 per eighth page
searches, as well as graduating
and $55.00 per quarter page.
seniors, should take advantage of
this opportunity.

Cover Letter
Workshop

P.E. REGISTRATION
• 3rd QTR •
December 7th thru 11th, 9 AM - NOON
Ferris Athletic Center Lobby
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Faculty Discusses
Hiring Figures
by W.N. Gregg

honors being granted to transfers.
Transfers need only sixteen credits
to qualify for honors, thus, the first
two year's of a transfer's academic
career may be eradicated in case of
a poor performance. Surveys have
supported this complaint. Thus, the
committee's liason proposed a
motion, which would be passed at
the next faculty meeting, stating
"to be considered for honors and
general scholarship a student needs
eighteen credits to be eligible."

The third faculty meeting was
held last Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium. The meeting
commenced with a report on figures
relating to the issue of hiring
minorities and women.
It was discovered that there has
been considerable progress in the
hiring of women. The number of
women hired has increased from 19
in 1975 to 37 in 1981, and the
number of women being tenuredThe next committee report was
has gone from one to six in the same
period. However, there has been. from the Committee on Commitminimal progress in the hiring of tees. The liason from this commitminorities. The number of minority;; tee simply reported that all the •
had been filled by
faculty members has decreased 'committees
1
from six to fiveduring recent years, faculty.
yet the amount that has been
The final reports and action of
tenured has increased from one to the meeting came with the
three.
discussion of the Faculty ConferenFollowing a few announcements, ce Committee. The main complaint
were reports" from the standing by many of the faculty was the ab- Panelists from left to right: Jack Chatfield, Michael Lestz and Frank Kirkpatrick led a discussion on Nuclear War
committees. The most crucial sence of women on the committee. last Thursday evening.
•
photo by J.E. Hardy
report came from the Academic Af- In response to this complaint it was
fairs Committee. The liason from stated that a few women faculty
the committee stated that there had members were asked to serve on the
been innumerable complaints of committee, but they declined.

New Ferris Chair Established

Gridders Damage
Corner Tap
During the annual post-season party, last Monday, the football team
caused a disturbance and inflicted some minor damage to the Corner
Tap. Three chairs were damaged, and a window was broken, as were
several mugs. No charges are being filed, and no disciplinary action is
being taken by the school.
Dean of Students David Winer received a call Monday afternoon at
5:30 from the owner of the Corner Tap and went there with security.
When he arrived, the Hartford Police were already there, although the
football team had already departed. Football team captain, Bill
Schaufler has sent a letter of apology to the owner of the Corner Tap
and has stated that the team will make reparations for the damage done.
•Jhere is currently no estimate ori.the'cost of the damage.

Rubella Clinic Slated
A rubella vaccination clinic will
be offered by the Medical Office on
December 2, 1981 in the
Washington Room from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. In view of the implications
of this disease and the fact that approximately 400-500 students in the
Trinity population have no
documentation of rubella vaccination, the clinic will meet a real
need.
<
Rubella as a disease is mild and
short-lived. Symptoms are generally
not severe, often unnoticed; even
the rash may be absent.
The danger of rubella is that 2050% of children born to women
who contract the disease during the
first four months of pregnancy will
haved cataracts, deafness, heart
defects,
retardation
or
microcephaly (a condition in which
retarded babies are'born with small
heads and are unlikely to survive
for, long). Current studies are including children whose mothers
acquired the disease even after the
fourth month of pregnancy; and, in
a significant number of cases, these
children are dyslexic or hyperactive
With increased awareness and

legal insistence that young children
be immunized, most cases of
rubella are now occurring in adolescents and young adults, but the
disease should not occur at all.
As rubella is. a great mimicker
and often goes unnoticed, the only
positive diagnosis is a. blood test,
not the diagnosis of mother, grandmother,
or family
doctor.
Therefore, the only way to be sure
of immunity is to have a blood test
or receive the rubella vaccine.
Rubella vaccine is safe and effective. The goal of immunization for
everyone, including males and nonchild-bearing women, is to protect
women of child-bearing age from
the disease. The vaccine is safe,
even for people who may have actually had the disease but are not
absolutely sure they have. The vac-'
cine is also cheaper and less trouble
than blood tests.
The fee for the- rubella vaccination clinic will be $1. Notices
will be sent to students who do not
have proof of rubella vaccine, and
each will be asked to sign a permission sheet and return sometime,
before the clinic if possible.

Riggio Defends
Her Class Schedule
continued from page 1

*

time s l
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'*""!«. This
viaea by faculty reguiauuu...
class takes place on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 2:40-4:00 p.m., a
time slot that is little used and one
that Riggio prefers, because
students appear to be more alert.
She also offers no apology for
scheduling a class at this time and
has received no complaints from
students.

The Higgins-Tull letter suggests
that the social fabric of the College
will be threatened unless there is

* ••-••Ktv of living
and
the possum^,
- f —went
working together." The leuc» .
on to say that "a coolege rests upon
certain conventions and compromises to which all abide," and
"one of these is certainly a
schedule for academic and other
engagements."

A newly-created professorial
chair in corporation finance and investments has been named at
Trinity College, and the first incumbent announced.
George M. Ferris, founder and
chairman of the board of Ferris &
Company, an investment banking
firm in Washington, D.C., has endowed the new chair. Ferris, a 1916
Trinity alumnus, was a trustee of
the College from 1958 until 1973.
Trinity's athletic complex, the
George M. Ferris Athletic Center,
was named for him in 1968. A supporter of a number of hospitals,
civic organizations and eductional
institutions, Ferris holds honorary
degrees from Trinity and Gallaudet
College. He is a former president of
the Washington Stock Exchange
and the Bond Club of Washington.
The first incumbent in the chair
will be Dr. Ward S. Curran,

professor of economics and a member of Trinity's faculty since 1960.
The appointment will be effective
January 1, 1982. Curran, a Trinity
graduate, earned his master's
degree and doctorate at Columbia
University, He was named
professor of economics in 1971 and
was chairman of the economics
department from 1978-198h_
Curran's areas of expertise are
corporation finance, regulated industries, anti-trust policy and the
economics of financing higher
education; He is the author of
numberous articles and two books,
Principles
of
Financial
Management (McGraw-Hill, 1970)
and An Econornlc Approach to the
Regulation of the Securities
Markets (General Learning Corporation, 1976). He has been consultant to many local businesses and
participates in seminars and con-

ferences on regulated industries.
From 1971-1974, Curran was
director for institutional planning
at Trinity, He was Trinity's representative to" the Consortium on
Financing Higher Education, .and',
is former secretary-treasurer ofScholarships for Illinois Residents,
Inc. Curran is the author of several
articles on the financing of higher
education, including "Initiatives of
Higher Education to Assist the
Economy," published this year in
Business and Academia: Partners in
New England's Economic Renewal.
Curran had held visiting
academic appointments at both
Yale and Wesleyan Universities. In <«'
the spring of 1982, he will be a
visiting professor at Yale, where he
will teach portfolio theory and
capital markets, and industrial
organizations.

Tuition Policy Tightened
If your registration and College
Business Office wants to make sure
all students and their parents are privileges are withheld at the beginning of any semester for nonaware of the change.
As you may or may not know,
The following is a copy of the payment and you later make paythere have been a few changes in
ment and register, the College will
Trinity's Business Office this mon- '8I-'82 Bill Paying Bulletion:
not make a refund to you for the
th. These changes, involving some BILLING
The Business Office sends tuition cost of any meals or services which
new procedures in tuition payments,
bills each semester approximately you did not receive while your regishave been mainly through the
addition of a new official in this seven weeks prior to registration. tration and.College privileges were
Bills show tuition, fees, board (meal withheld.
department. Taking on the position
of Comptroller of the College is plan) and room charges (providing RETURNED CHECKS
We will assess a processing charge
Marcia Phelan, who before her appropriate room deposit has been
of $10.00 when a check is returned
arrival at Trinity in early Novem- recorded by Residential Services).
by the bank for any reason. A
IMPORTANT DATES
ber, was with the accounting firm
Dec. 4, 1981
Trinity term bills returned check delays payment of
of Ernst and Whinney, Inc.
your bill and therefore may also
mailed
According to Student Accounts
result in a late payment charge and
Dec.
28,
1981
Trinity
term
bills
Administrator, Linda Mattson,
registration being paid.
due
Phelan will be sending out a letter
Please Note: It is College practice
Jan.
18,
1982
Registration
to every student in their campus
to automatically and without notice
Jari.:19,1982;
Registration
mailbox early this week, to inform
redeposit all returned checks one
LATE PAYMENT. CHARGES
them of general tuiti'on payment
A separate charge for late pay- time. Checks returned twice for
procedures. This same letter will
also be sent to students' parents on ment of a term bill will be assessed "not sufficient funds" must be
December 4th, when the Trinity to your student's account as replaced with a certified check or.
money order.
follows:
term tuition bill will be sent out.
Trinity Term
ALTERNATE „,
FINANCING
MThis Bill .Paying Bulletin inCumulative ' PLANS ,...,.cludes such' information
on If Payment' .
•'"'•
Late
payment dates, registration, finan- In Full I s ' - '
The College, is unable to accept
cial 'aid,'the refund policy, and
Not Received
Charge •• deferred or late payments with thealternative"''financing' plans. Matt-- ByDec.'28'/1981
• $ 30
exceptionof the.following plans: •
son stressed that the entire letter By Jan. 15,198260
ACADEMIC MANAGEshould be read carefully by both By Feb.,15,1982
120
MENT.'SERVICES,
INC..
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Vohra Dispels Myths On
China's Role In Foreign Affairs
by Cathy Marona
Chinese and American policies
Trie World Affairs Faculty Lec- have* been "synchronized" so that
ture Series continued last Thursday each complements the other.
evening with a talk by Dr. Ranbir Vohra explained that this pattern
Vohra, entitled "China's Military began with our withdrawal from
and Global Thinking." Vohra pre- Southeast Asia in the early 1970's,
sented a new perspective through which created a power vacuum in
which to view this nation, and dis- the area soon to be filled by the
pelled some-pervasive myths con- Soviet Union. This gave China and
the U.S. a common interest in
cerning it.
One of these myths is the notion driving out the Soviets, and aided
that China is a superpower. Much the process of normalization of
to the surprise of his audience, Dr. relations. "However, this dovetailVohra stated that China is not a ing of the two policies is extremely
global actor, and cannot influence temporary," stated Vohra.
foreign affairs much beyond its
Next, Vohra summarized the
own region. He then outlined some recent history of Sinb-American
of- the treasons for this1 miscon- relations, beginning with China's
ception; > '<•] : !•:•••' < *•'- !••"*'••' ' ' break with Russia in the' early 60's.
: First, he said.iChina happened- to This', he said, was because China
find itself aligned with the United refused to become a satellite of the
States, Britain, and Franee during Soviet Union — ideology had little
World War II and was thus consid- to do with it. By 1968 China was
ered an ally of these nations. After actually fearful of the Soviet Union
they achieved victory, China because of the latter's Doctrine of
helped them to found the United Limited Sovereignty, which said
Nations and was given a permanent that Russia could intervene in any
seat, perhaps receiving more Socialist state in which Comprestige than it deserved.
munism
were
threatened.
The second reason for its being Kissinger's secret negotiations and
thought a world power, said Vohra, Nixon's visit to China led the way
is that China "had the gumption to to normalization of relations, and
confront and oppose both super- has changed the entire balance of
powers during the sixties. This power in the area. Russia is now
helped China to gain even more surrounded by hostile nations and a
"country that feels squeezed."
prestige."
Third, Dr.1 Vohra indicated that
it must not be forgotten that China
has possession of nuclear weapons.
They can drop bombs anywhere in
Asia, including the Soviet Union,
he noted.
China has also had much success
in the area of foreign policy, but
:his is not of its own doing,
•emarfced Vohra. Recently,

"In its recent history, China has
gone through three stages in its foreign policy," Vohra stated. The
first was the view that there were
essentially two factions in the
world: the Imperialist camp, led by
(he U.S., and the Socialist camp,
headed by the Soviet Union. There
was no middle ground. After the
break with the Soviets, Vohra con-

World JVews Briefs
by Dale Sindell
Speaking in a spirit of peace, President Reagan outlined his four point
oposal for arms reductions, which, with Soviet agreement, would subintially reduce "the threat of nuclear war which hangs over the people of
irope." Reagan proposed first the so-called "zero option" — that the
S. would cancel its deployment of Pershing 2 and ground-launched
ssBes, if the Soviets wili dismantle their SS-20, SS-4, and SS-5 missiles —
d declared that "this would be a giant step for mankind," Secondly, the
:sident spoke of a fundamental change in arras negotiations which he
led "START-Stragefic Arms Reduction Talks." "We will seek to
sotiate substantial reductions in nuclear arms which would result in
;ls that are equal and veritable . . . let us agree to do more than simply
;in where these previous efforts left off, We can and should attempt
jor qualitative and quantitative progress." The third part of the
posal attempted to achieve equality of conventional forces in Europe at
er levels. Finally, President Reagan spoke of a conference to develop efive safety measures to prevent war arising out of uncertainty or
calculation. Soviet-American negotiations in limiting nuclear forces in
ope are to open in Geneva on November 30th. Publicly, American ofils insisted that the Reagan proposal was "serious and genuine," By
•licly presenting the proposals before the negotiations, Reagan hoped to
public focus on the Soviet military buildup, while at the same time emsizing the U.S.' desire for peace.
;•
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Tlile a senior Soviet official, Saturday, called the Reagan proposal a
ome change from his bellicose pronouncements in recent months, the
nlin leadership is still expected to give the proposal a"chilly response at
3eneva talks. The Soviet Government press agency, Tass, earlier called
proposals a "mere propaganda ploy" meant to scuttle disarmament
s and to blunt the anti-nuclear movement in Western Europe. The
\cy said the proposal would "actually mean the Soviet Union's
ateral disarmament," accusing Reagan of deliberately overlooking the
. submarine-based'missiles, the so-called forward-based systems, and
French and British nuclear weapons. It called Reagan's contention that
USSR had a superiority of 6:1 in medium-ranee missiles a "groundless
gation" based on absolutely fantastic figures." Both sides are
aged in the opening moves of what they expect to be tough, prolonged

The European reaction to Reagan's t ^ o s a l s W as enthusiastic. Both
lancellor Helmut SchmW* of West Germany, and Prime Minister
argaret Thatc_V>« Of England greeted the speech with unusual warmth
d e.I?ressions of satisfaction, suggesting that the address showed great
nsitivity to European considerations. Schmidt especially welcomed the
eech as a firm basis for his talk with Soviet Leader Bre?H"Brussels, NATO General Secretary Josenfc T
.--«>cv on Sunday.
-r"« wins also expressed satisfacJn,

tinued, the Chinese felt that the
Third World should unite to
destroy the advanced nations and
the superpowers. Now, however,
they see Russia as their only
enemy, and have a somewhat militaristic outlook.
Vohra indicated that China
wants the Western allies to arm
themselves and to take a rigid stand
against the Soviets. This would be
extremely unwise for us, he said,
because now there is much pressure on Washington to communicate with the Kremlin, and our
allies are unwilling to turn against
the powerful Soviet Union.
In his concluding remarks,
Vohra again stressed that China
must not be treated as a global
actor, and that America will have
to manage its foreign affairs at a
level in which China cannot interfere. "The China Card will not be
playable for very long," he stated.

Dr. Kanbir Vohra discusses "China's Military and Global Thinking."
pholo by David Slaklnd

Trin's Stake In The StockMarket
the authority to buy and sell on the
approval of two out of three individuals: the Chairman of the
Finance Committee, the President,
and the Treasurer of the College.

will rebound after the market (is)
down," he commented.
In addition to the investment
Aside from serving as an educaportfolio, Trinity has funds
tional institution, Trinity College is
available which are given to the
a corporation with a Board of
•college. In 80-81, these gifts totalled
Trustees who have the power to inTreasurer Robert A. Pcdemonti
$1,647,000, while in 79-80 the
vest funds for the college. The
called the change "a good thing, the amount was $2,731,000. In the first
college's investment portfolio is
lour months of the fiscal year, the
composed of 73% common stocks, right thing to do. Now, they don't
20% bonds, and 7% cash equiva- have to wait until the Finance college has received approximately
lent investments, the latter in- Committee meeting," he added. By $500,000, and expects to receive gifcluding money market certificates giving Hartford National more ts for the year to be between 1.5 and
and commercial paper, an invest- flexibility, Trinity can take advan- 2 million dollars. The dispensation
ment from i to 270 days at a high tage of opportunities for gain which of these funds are sometimes
arise. In very special situations, restricted by the donor.
interest rate.
Pedernonti noted, phone votes can
Over the summer, the Finance
These investments are selected by
be made.
Committee decided to employ
the Finance Committee of the
Board of Trustees. The advice of,
As of October 31, 1981, Trinity's Cambridge Associates, Inc. of
the committee* is basecl on the holdings had a market value — cash Boston "to assist it in reviewing inrecommendation of Hartford that could be obtained if all invest- vestment policies, procedures and
National Bank, which serves as ments were sold on that date — of objectives. It is u very highly regarTrinity's money manager, In the $45,900,000. This was clown From ded firm whose higher education
past, the bank has presented their the market value on June 30 of clients represent over fifty percent
recommendation of investments to $47,200,000.
According
to of endowments listed by the
be made to the Finance Committee Pcdemonti, Trinity has made long- National Association of College
at its regular monthly meeting, and term investments, and dcops in the and University Business Officers,"
the committee has then voted on the stock market should not permanen- according to the Treasurer's
recommendation. This year, tly affect their value. He commen- Report, The report will be
however, the bank has been given ted, "History has shown that they published before Thanksgiving.
by Anne Carol Winters

Role Of IFC Questioned
by Patty Hooper
A discussion of the rote of the
InterFraternity Council and the
Faculty Committee to study fraternities highlighted the November 17
meeting of the IFC.
Council president
Steven
Elmendorf began the meeting by
announcing that the Student Government Association would be
choosing the two student members
of the Faculty Committee on Fraternities at the meeting that night,
He said his understanding was that
there were approximately eight to
ten applicants, two of whom
were women and several of whom
were fraternity members.
Elmendorf also stated that in
regard to the absence of •women
faculty members on the Committee, he believes that several
women were asked, but they
d e c l i n e d .

' • ''
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Following this, there was a discussion on the role of the InterFraternity Council. Several members
were worried that the IFC was not
a sufficiently active body. Sorw
members express^ - Q n c e m
^
• °\.Z~ man the Fraternity Escort
Service, the IFC has acted as a
passive body. Jim Kachsdoorian of
Alpha Chi Rho said that he
believed that the Council »•••
meant to be morf " '
'" JS
. . . vu a coordinating
aT1,i . ....i regulating body than an active
one. He said that its purpose was to
provide more communication
between the six fraternities and
soiority.

Sue Engdahl of Tri Delta noted
as an example that IFC meetings
only get "heated" when something
goes wrong, and that often the IFC
activities are viewed as token
events. She wondered, however, if
these events are considered
"token" because the IFC has not
yet formed a tradition.
Looking solely at the social
aspect of fraternity life, Mike Tucci
of Psi Upsilon mentioned that the
"party quota" this year has
decreased. He said that Psi U and
AD are not willing to have parties
every weekend. Kachadoorian
commmented that "the whole
flavor is that no one wants to stick
their necks out." Noting the fact
that it has been a "quiet" semester,
Kachadoorian said that "the Administration is happy, but the
students are not."
Tucci explained that it costs a lot
of money just to attend school here

and the fraternity brothers are tired
o£ paying for beer. He went on to
say that "the Pub is a joke, on
weekends there is no one in there."
Sue Engdahl noted that the "most
social place on campus is the
library."
Other business included the
announcement that each House
must come out with a statement on
coeducation by late spring in addition to a collectively written statement on how fraternities are contributing and can contribute to the
College. The reports will be
presented to President English
early next semester.
Elmendorf also thanked Psi
Upsilon for running the blood drive
this term, noting that it was the
most successful blood drive ever
held here.
The next meeting of the IFC will
be Tuesday, December 1, at 10:00
in Alumni Lounge.

library Sets
Vacation
Wednesday, Nov. 25
Thursday, Nov. 26
Friday, Nov. 27
Saturday, Nov. 28
Sunday, Nov. 29
Monday, Nov. 30

Thanksgiving Weekend
8:30a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
10:00 a.m.-5;00p.m.
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-12 midnight
Resume regular hours

8:30a.m.-4:3Op.m.
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Resume regular hours
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Process For Formulating College Budget Outlined

continued from page
Treasurer's Office has allowed, dining hall and the student center.
complete documentation as to why As accurately as possible all earna larger increase is necessary must ings for the upcoming fiscal year
be submitted along with the com- are predicted.
pleted budgetary request forms.
At this point, however, the
The recipient of all of this paper- revenue does not reflect one
work is one of approximately eight important source of funds — the
"Cabinet Officers." Cabinet Of- tuition and fees paid by each
ficers are senior administrators student. It is not until the
who bear part of the burden of Treasurer's Office has an initial
making official decisions. In the expense and an initial revenue estibudget process each Cabinet mate that they can figure out the
Officer is responsible for reviewing tuition rate. Receipts from tuition
the budget applications of several must make up the difference
campus departments. They study between the already calculated
the completed forms, and possibly expenses and revenues. If the gap
go back to the department in between the two would mean a forquestion for further clarification. bidding increase in tuition costs
Then the entire group, meets to then the process slips into reverse
judge the needs of each office in and the expense and income
what ends up resembling a "mini- figures are re-examined to see
collective bargaining" session, as where more cuts can be made and
Sauer sees it. Department heads where receipt estimations can be
ate asked to list any extra funds realistically increased. Eventually
requests on a priority basis so that the figures coalesce to allow for
the Cabinet Officers can better adequate funds for expenses while
determine which outlays can be keeping tuition increases at a reafeasibly delayed or cut back.
sonable level.
The final product of this "barOne amount that students pay
gaining" session now makes its way with tuition but which is not
back to the Treasurer's Office actually a part of the college
where the other side of the budget, budget is the student activities fee.
the income, is being computed by The money allotted to recognized
Sauer. From the development student organizations by "the Stuoffice he receives a prediction for dent Budget Committee is not an
upcoming gifts to Trinity. Added to expense of the College per se. The
this figure is the amount of interest Student Government Association
income that the College expects to in conjunction with the Student
earn from investments, plus the Budget Committee sets the fee for
estimated amount of receipts from student activities and
the
"auxiliary enterprises," dorms, the Treasurer's Office simply collects

Discipline File
One student was removed from college housing for malicious vandalism.
.
Six students were fined and had to write letters of apology for
failing to leave a common area in decent condition.

this fee along with the tuition. Any
school financial support of official
student organizations is provided
for solely through the student
activities fee as distributed by the
Student Budget Committee.
Although this fee is a part of the
tuition bill it is not voted on by the
Trustees, as is the rest of the
budget. The final steps in the
formulation of Trinity's budget is
basically in the hands of the
Trustees. In mid-January the
Trustee Finance Committee will
receive the preliminary budget.
Following their recommendations,
the tentative budget will go
through another period of review,
discussion and refinement including reviews by first the Financial Affairs Committee, composed
of faculty, then the President and
his cabinet officers, and finally the
Treasurer, Mr. Pedemonti, VicePresident Smith, Dean De Rocco
and Sauer who will discuss all
further changes before final con-

Beacon Street, Boston, Mass,
offers
an
extended
prepayment program. This
plan is an insured loan
program under which the
educational expenses may be
paid over a period of years.
FINANCIAL AID
Financial Aid Award Notices are
mailed to students approximately
mid-June. Many scholarships and
awards will be reflected on your
tuition bill, but, should any
questions arise from this award
notice, the Financial Aid Office
should be contacted.
REFUND POLICY
Refunds will be made upon written request to the Student Accounts
Office. Students who officially
withdraw after tuition and fees are
paid, but before classes begin will
be given a full refund of all charges,
except for one hundred dollars
($100.00), which will be withheld to
cover administrative costs in all refund cases. If the official withdrawal occurs after classes begin,
tuition and fees are charged as
follows:
1 day through 2 weeks
. 20%
Third week
40%
Fourth week " '
60%
Fifth week
80%
After fifth week
no refund
Refunds will be credited first
against financial aid awarded by the
College, if any.
The date of withdrawal is established when the Registrar receives
written notice from the student.
Freshmen and transfer students
withdrawing prior to the start of
classes should submit such notice' to
the Director of Admissions.
The general deposit, less any
amounts due the College, is refundable upon graduation, or earlier
upon notification to the Registrar
of withdrawal.
Board Contract Refunds
Board fees will be refunded on a
pro rata basis subject to the ap-

proval of the Food Service Director.
Room Deposits and Charges
Rental charges and deposit forfeitures are based upon the date of
receipt of written notification or
withdrawal from a Residential Contract; therefore, residents must
correspond with the Office of
Residential Services as soon as the
decision is made to withdraw from
a Contract.
When withdrawal from a Contract occurs prior to the eight week
of the term, rental is prorated and,
if a deposit must be forfeited, the
entire deposit (the semester's
deposit and any deposit held for
crediting toward a second
semester's rental) is forfeited.
During or after the eight week, individuals are required to pay rental
for the full semester and, if a
deposit must be forfeited, any
deposit held for crediting toward a
second semester's renta! will be lost

can be used for any unforseen"
expenditure. If the budget happened to fall short one year then
reserves would have to be used to
make up the difference. However,
since the budget has been so efficient this has not been necessary.
Sauer stressed that reserves are not
a "nest egg" which the College is
hoarding but are funds to finance
projects or unforeseen outlays
which would otherwise have to be
funded through loans which would
put a greater burden on the
college's resources.
All in all, the accurateness of the
budget is extremely" important for
proper management of Trinity's
affairs. It is a year round and quite
involved process to analyze prior
budgets, to monitor the results of
the present one and to glean the information necessary to formulate
the budget for the following fiscal
year.
"The budget is not done in a
vacuum," Sauer stated.

Revolutionary Delivers Lecture
continued from page 1
because of bad living conditions
and spies hindering^ her work.
When she eventually left for
Yennan to experience the life of
peasantry, she encountered similar
problems, as the peasants were
hesitant to speak to outsiders.
Ding Ling found that the key to
success in getting people to open
up is to "work gradually and try to
convince them that you are really a
part of them." She relayed a story
of a peasant whom she met and discovered that the reason for his
silence was that he was ill. When'
she began talking to him about dis-

Late Payment Charges Installed
continued from page 3

sideration by President English.
After a full month of review and
revisions by administrators and
faculty, the proposed budget will
be presented once again to the
Trustee Finance Committee. With
their approval it next will be sent to
the entire membership of the
Board of Trustees. At their March
27, 1982 meeting the full Board of
Trustees will vote to either accept
or reject the final product of the
previous months' formulating
process,
The finalized budget, though,
only covers basic operational
expenses, the money for "extras"
such as building improvements like
those Mather will soon undergo,
must come from elsewhere. However, in an indirect way, the budget
canprovide for extra expenditures.
During the past ten years, the
budget has, operated in the black
and has even, at times, been able to
contribute to the College's
reserves. Reserves are funds which

by the resident.
.Forfeiture of a deposit is required
unless withdrawal from a Contract
is a result of withdrawal from the
College or participation in an approved program which requires offcampus residence; however, in any
situation, forfeiture of an entire
deposit is automatic if written notification of withdrawal'from a Contract is not received by the Office of
Residential Services by August 1st
for the Christmas Term and by
December 1st for the Trinity Term.
If a resident fails to occupy a
residence within the first week of
classes in the terra contracted firm
it may be assumed that the resident
has withdrawn and that a legitimate
vacancy exists.
Payment of Refunds
' Refund will be made within 40
days of withdrawal and will be
prorated among sources of
payment.

ease and gave him medicine, he befriended her. She ended up living in
his home for a month while his wife
insisted on adopting Ding Ling as a
sister.
The peasants revealed things to
her that no outsider was ever told.
After having many experiences like
this, she "developed a habit of talking," and was therefore successful
in acquiring information. In one
village, for example, she knows the
full history of 300 families.
She greatly helped the village
people, she noted, since they could
talk openly and without fear to her.
They, in turn, became her investigators, her means of information.
Ding Ling feels that her one
great talent is her ability to be
friends with everybody. She; is
always entertaining at home, and
entertaining peasants as, well as
intellectuals. "Intelligentsia are all
over the place," she asserted, "so I
associate with the illiterates."

Chinese courtyard." People at th«
grassroots level, however, didn't
fear Ding Ling, and their trust was
vital to her because it allowed her
to communicate with and write
about them. "If I am not in contact
with people," she revealed, "my
spirit will dry up and I cannot
write." Therefore, she remained at
the countryside, although the living
conditions there gave her far less
comfort than she would have had
in Peking. •''".'
.
•
Ding Ling refers to being labeled
a "Rightist" in China as "Chinese
Hell." She amused the audience
with a comparison. "Maybe here in
the West being a Rightist or Leftist
isn't such a big thing," she said. But
in China, she added, being known
as a "Rightist" in the 50's "was like
being a counter revolutionary."

Because of the stigma of being
branded a "Rightist" she was
denied praise when it was well
deserved. It was known, for
She admitted that the peasants'* example, that she was the most
are backward, but she believes this capable teacher of illiterates, yet
to be "excusable" because they she was prevented from being offihave high values. Many people, she cially acknowledged.
commented, have wondered how
Ding Ling was put through many
she survived in the countryside. "If
I had stayed in Peking," she an- frightening and humiliating experiswered, "I would have no friends. ences, as well. During the cultural
That's how I survived. The revolution when she was detained
in the countryside, she was often
peasants were my friends."
threatened by guards who forced
According to Ding Ling the her to recite Mao's works. She said
CJhinese in Peking have many that many times she was beaten,
motives for avoiding her. She and feared death. However, the
explained that because she was brave individuals that appreciated
branded a Rightist, association her weren't afraid to publicly
with her might be a threat to one's defend her, she noted. Ding Ling
future. Because the people feared concluded, saying "It is because of
her, living in Peking would have these peoples' love of and care for
meant living "locked up in the me that I survived."

Wolfe, D'AuriaSelected As Student Reps
continued from page 1
for the meeting.
"In general, I feel that our
direction must be toward less
dependence on fraternities for the
mainstay of social events," D'Auria
conveyed in his statement. "This
direction . . . requires strengthening other means of activity. For
example, an increase in College
funding for dorm activities and
possibly setting up dorm "or zone
councils for organizing events
along with RA's," he wrote.
Addressing the meeting, D'Auria
told the SGA that he approves of
preventing freshmen rushing by the
fraternities, and feels that it is "an
individual decision" to attend a frat
party that is held during the week.
He stated that students should not
attend fraternity functions if
he/ she feels that the system is
racist or sexist. Finally, D'Auria
said that the provision of alter-

native social activities is more
important than the abolition of the
fraternities.
Wolfe expressed in her statement that "As the fraternities provide a great deal of social activity
on campus, their role at Trinity
should be carefully examined," She
also wrote that her qualifications
lor the position include having
observed the fraternity system for
two years, and that she will continue to do so in the next two years.
"Furthermore," Wolfe wrote, "I
am a female student,and as a
woman on a committee largely
composed of men, I would certainly
be able to offer a diversified opinion."
Responding to questions from
SGA members, Wolfe emphasized
that she would not be intimidated
by an all-male committee. In addition, she expressed her impartiality
concerning the issue, as well as her

belief that fraternities are "a
personal option" for Trinity
students. Finally, since Mwe always
have frat parties," Wolfe stated
that a substantial increase in
College-sponsored social activities
is imperative.

reported that the Steering Board
"took the risk" in allowing
Reineraan to apply for two reasons.
First of all, it is expected that the
committee will complete its study

by May, and therefore before
Reineman would graduate. SecDuring the discussion session . ondly, Reineman's unusual qualithat proceeded without the presfications appealed to the Board. In
ence of the nine candidates, several
his written statement, for example,
SGA members endorsed D'Auria,
he detailed the results of an indeparticularly due to his articulate
pendent study project that he had
written statement. In addition,
undertaken
with
Professor
Wolfe was called "a most im- Yiannakis concerning the fraternal
pressive" candidate by one SGA
system in New England.
representative, approving the fact
that she "is a concerned student as
Tom Hefferon, president of the
well as a woman."
SGA, reported that since Reineman received eight out of 32 votes
Joseph Reineman was the only
during the election, the fraternity
senior candidate present at the
meeting, in spite of an executive study committee should be notiorder, issued by the SGA, that fied, and possibly consider
banned seniors from applying far Teineman for a position as a
the committee. Anne C ollins "special advisor" for the study.
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Arts & Entertainment
Dart Hits Bull's-eye!t
by Sarah Shanley
Last week, the SGPB sold all
tickets for the Henny Youngman/
Pousette-Dart Band performance in
reccord time! In one afternoon, all
of.the seats in the Washington
Room were reserved. As a result "of
this enthusiastic response, expectations were high for a quality performance.'

Jon Pousette-Dart and John Kusak play with a perfected attunement in a
segment of Friday evening's performance.
photofay Henry P. Andrews

Henny Youngman is a comedic
institution. In an earlier era, he earned fame as the King of the OneLiners, Yet, although he is to be respected for this achievement, his
humor lacks a, timeless quality,
which will elicit laughter from
audiences of any age bracket.
Youngman's reception was

Visions From Dilated Pupils
by Heather Randolph
Trinity saw some of its most talented student poets on the evening
of Thursday the i9tti at 7:30 at the
"Big Break," a student poetry
reading given at the English Department's 119 Vernon St. residence. The four poets, Elena Vera,
Matt Moore, Barbara Selmo, and
Kwaku Sintim-Misa, had submitted
their works to the Poetry Center
earlier this year, in hopes of being
chosen to represent Trinity on the
Connecticut Poetry Circuit.
Although the contest has ended,
the Poetry Center, recognizing the
superior quality of all the candi'•#»£*$•; nosted'tjfis special* evening.
A quiet reception was held
before the reading began. ^The
guests could fill a glass with wine,
and mingle with the poets and
guests. An atmosphere of congeniality pervaded the poetry
reading.' '
Elena Vera, who was chosen to
represent the school on the Connecticut Poetry Circuit, was the
first to read. She and the other
poets sat in chairs, while the many
spectators sat on the carpeted floor
of the small sitting' room.
Mrs. Vera's works 'had three
main poetic themes, those dealing
with her present world, those
dealing with her past, and those
called "poems for a nuclear age."
The first group included poems

mixed. Many were enchanted with
the idea of seeing a classic, stylistic
performer. Others were bored, often becoming unnecessarily rude.
The program began with a series of
biographical jokes and some bantering
with
the
audience.
Youngman progressed with a
collection of ethnic rags, beginning
with "the bombs that don't fall, but
slide off Italy," and continuing
with a plethora of Polish witticisms,
including "the Polish jigsaw puzzle
of one piece."
Unfortunately, some of the oneliners were dated, with a small
group of individuals reciting in
unison with Youngman. Polishing
off a group of "professionals"
jokes, Youngman delivered his
celebrated "wife/woman" jokes.
He uttered his standard "Take my
wife . . . PLEASE!" to a roomful
of cheers. Yet, this mood was nor
sustained.
Youngman would yell "What a
crowd!" in attempts to recapture attention and favor. In fact, his group
songs proved to be a tactical suc. cess. Youngman's delivery was
good, despite these difficulties. He
did not lose his patience, nor his
presence on stage. In concluding his
monologue, Youngman mentioned
the Little City Charity, which he
recently began supporting. In
return for a two dollar donation, he
autographed collections of his oneliners. Fortunately, the crowd
responded to this portion of

Youngman's presentation with
politeness.
Club T's evening of entertainment, despite this dubious start,
ended with a successful smash! The
Pousette-Dart Band earned crowa
approval quickly. Between Jon
Pousett-Dart's opening solo, "Fall"
On Me," and the band's rousing
performance of "It's A Mixed Up
World," the audience had moved
from their tables to the front of the
Washington Room, dancing beside
the stage. The band's casual attire
and informal manner lent to a carefree, spirited attitude. From new
selections like "Recession Rock,"
to "County Line," and other
favorites from the Pousette-Dart
Band and Amnesia albums, the
crowd
remained
dancing
throughout the one-and-a-half hour
performance.
The instrumentals in these numbers were remarkably synchronized,
considering a turnover in band
members. The versatility of artists
Jon Pousette-Dart, lead vocals and
guitar; John Kusak, guitar; Robert
Van, keyboards; Tom Majors,
drums; and John Vogt, bass,
allowed for a wide variety of
musical genres.
At the conclusion of the concert,
the band was brought back to the
stage twice with the thunderous
noise of stamping feet. With this incredible musical feast, Club T gave
an evening worth more than the
$3.75 admission price.

written for each of her children. .ends with "Yes! Yes! You're our
Each poem she read had a small man! If you can't do it . . . I wish I
introduction, but explanation was could."
Barbara Selmo gave a lot of
not usually needed, as her writing
style was pleasantly refined. Poems vitality to her poems with her
dealing with her past included a expressive voice. Her poetry
piece about her college days at created visually real and palatable
Holy Cross, and a poem written images. " . . . W e recline on the
about her high-school sweetheart, balcony. Glowing violet blossoms
entitled "Hate." Some of her best behind our ears and our hands, thin
poetry was in the group entitled fingered, stretch to the cloudless
"Poems for a nuclear age." These sky . . . " This excerpt was taken
poems dealt with such themes as from "At the Edge of the Path,"
what are " . . . the steaming gizzards one of a group of poems which
of man" vs. today's technical mircontinued on page 7
acles. Yet, her poems were never a
protest, nor a plea for a simpler
existence, but a happy acceptance
' of the reatities;Qf \ile.» - ^.,.„..
Matt Moore, who is a freshman
this year, read poetry which he
termed "unfortunately, dealing
with the "darker side of human
nature." Matt used direct language
and no imagery in his poems. Each
poem seemed to have a defined
tone, that is, one could easily relate
to the mood of the person who
woulfl be speaking the lines. Matt's
reading intensified this literary
tone. He spoke with mixed feelings
of pity and disdain towards his parents who have, " . . . no one to
bounce on laps anymore, no one
left to bake cookies for . . . so they
sit staring, blankly, among the clusters of conversation." In a striking
piece the speaker sarcastically puts
down the "Mr. AU-American," but The student poets from 1. to rt.: Barbara Selmo, Kwaku Sintim-Misa, Matt Moore and Elena Vera.

Chillies Of Time — The Postman Rings Again
by Robert D. Conrad

Cora become enmeshed in a plot to
kill her aging husband. The
Judging from the responses emit- remainder of the film involves the
ted • from
Trinity's movie- conflicts they experience with the
going crowd, the Cinestudio's law and how their relationship
recent showing of The Postman. begins to come apart..The theme
Always Rings Twice stimulated expressed here is fairly basic and
mixed feelings as to the film's con- reveals the internal conflict between
tent. The movie, which is a remake lust and morality, impulsive action
of a 194O's classic, was indeed a and man-made law.
"souped u p " version of the
The sexual content in the modern
original. The 1980's model, complete with violence and heavy film may have appeared quite oferoticism, differed from its' prede- fensive to some, but actually was
cessor in many important. ways. quite tastefully done and served to
When both interpretations'-of the • advance the film thematically. The
James Cain novel are compared, initial scene in which Frank (Jack
these differences in plot and Nicholson) confronts Cora (Jessica
thematic, element become more Lange) in the kitchen and forcefully
subdues her on the same ~ table
evident.
where she was baking bread, was
The film is set in the 193O's and highly erotic and surprisingly exrevolves around the torrid love af- plicit'for an " R " rated film. Still,
fair of a young married woman and scenes such as these were of crucial
her husband's hired' mechanic. importance because they revealed
Initially, the pair are drawn to each the instinctual, lusty nature of
other by an animal1 lust which Frank and Cora's relationship —
neither of them can control. They one that bordered on the sadistic.
become mutually dependent on' one Because the 1980 version of The
another yet there is no real love Postman Always Rings Twice was
made in a time of greater sexual
between them; this develops later.
As the film progresses, Frank and freedom, it surpassed it's earlier

counterpart in expression of the
thin line dividing passion and
violence.
Aside from the degree of
eroticism, the newer film differed in
a number of other aspects. Most
obvious was the lack of substantial
dialogue. Compared to the quickpaced, fast-tongued dialogue of the
40's version, starring John Garfield
and Lana Turner, the "Postman"
dragged in spots. In fact, at times,
Nicholson and Lange seemed to be
existing haze — some druginduced state in which feelings and
moods were conveyed exclusively
through facial expression and
panoramic shots. Certainly this film
was better cinematically; the outdoor shots were, at times, nice, but
whether this lack of dialogue was
also meant to be a cinematic device
seemed unclear.
As a period piece, the newer film
was more convincing. Hairstyles,
costumes and sets were surprisingly
more accurate and there was less of
that ^'Hollywood back lot" feeling;
the original seemed like the 40s set
in the 30s".'-Aisoriin-expIa1rted in1 the

original version was the reason
Lana
Turner
wore
white
throughout the entire film. It leads
one to wonder whether this was intentional symbolism or merely
regarded as Lana's best color.
In regard to plot, the Garfield/Turrier attempt was far better.
It's scenes were concise and the action level remained constant.
Although Nicholson and Lange
played their parts admirably —
within the confines/of a flawed
script, this film became tedious.
Ostensibly( the director became so
obsessed with the symbolic content
of the story that he failed to sustain
any interest in plot. Some Scenes
(that were not found in the original)
were both irrelevent and quite unnecessary, yet many elements that
.were critical to the story line were
eliminated. Examples of two unnecessary scenes are when Frank
"joins the circus" and the scene
with the dancing Greeks; these were
useless and added nothing to the
plot. In contrast, pertinent facts
such as the meaning of the title or
the reason^ Cora married her

^ ^ f e t ' ' in

this version. Perhaps the most
disappointing feature of the remake
was its ending. The resolve consisted merely of the distorted picture of Cora's bloody hand after
she is killed in the automobile accident. Although this scene was
quite touching and sad, it was not a
fitting ending and hardly advanced
the script. The original ending added a touch of irony to the plot as
we see Frank walking down death
row for Cora's "murder".
Although the 80's remake of The
Always Rings Twice was
/more aesthetically . pleasing and,
perhaps, better conveyed the story's
symbolism; its.faulted script butweighted its cinematic beauty. As a
whole, the original film was more
clearly presented and surely more
engrossing. Perhaps if the director
of the new film had been a little
more compromising and followed
the original script more closely, the
movie would have succeeded. As it
stands, this film serves merely as a
tribute to its director and only
vaguely resembles its 40's
predesessor; hence, it can not truly
• be called'a classic'. '
< Postman
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Arts & Entertainment
Noteworthy Scales
by Floyd Higgins
Many Trinity students have been
concerned about some of their
collegues who, during the past few
months, have been wandering
about aimlessly with scores for Verdi's Requiem tucked under their
arm. However, all can rest assured
that the efforts and rehearsals have
found their culmination in a magnificent musical week-end.
With Trinity's production of
Verdi's: Requiem now over, Hartford music lovers cannot say that
this musical season has not given
them the opportunity to hear the
music of the man Guiseppe Verdi,
perhaps the most famous of the
Italian operatic composers. In
cbmbination with the Connecticut
Opera's splendid October production of Aida, the Requiem provides
an even greater appreciation of
Verdi's warm romanticism.
The main event of the evening
was preceded by an arrangement of
four Slovak folk songs by Bela Bartok in honor of the centennial of
the composer's birth! These short
pieces, full of joy and sadness, were
virtually dashed through. Nevertheless, the contemporary harmonies
were perfectly complimentary to the •
provincial character of the songs.
Verdi composed the Messa da
Requiem in 1874, only a few years
after the first performance of Aida,
It is the only work of Verdi's in a"
liturgical format. Indeed the format
itself is somewhat of a "formaliiy,
for the music is ^warm and full of
operatic indulgences.
The scale of the production into
itself suggested the operatic flavor
of the piece. The Trinity Concert
Choir, swelled with the addition of
the Connecticut College- Chorus,
filled the chancel of the College
Chapel. The orchestra, comprised of both Trinity and Hartt students,
overflowed into the nave. Yet all

came under the sensitive, if
sometimes frantic, control of
Trinity's resident musical genius,
Gerald Moshell.
Unfortunately for the chorus, the
Requiem involves long periods of
silent standing while the four
soloists exchange in the singing of
the various parts of the Mass.
Nevertheless, the chorus, singing
from a difficult acoustic position,
filled the Chapel with big sounds.
And.when compiled with the full
orchestra, as in:the "Dies Irae" of
the second part, the feeling was as
majestic and moving as an opera
fan could hope for.
The soloists, Rena Caufield,
soprano; Jean Strazdes, mezzosoprano; Peter Harvey, tenor; and
Howard Sprout, bass-baritone; gave
a generally superb performance of
the piece. Characteristically, the
music lent itself extremely well to
the text and in this respect* the solo
arias were sung with great sensitivity and passion. Especially
beautiful was the soprano/mezzosoprano duet oh "Recordare Jesu
pie" as well as the soprano's
moving duo with the chorus-of the
final "Libera Me." The only disappointment I might voice' would be
concerning the choice of mezzosoprano, whose perfectly acceptable voice was otherwise not
terribly well ^balanced, with the
others.
;
AH persons involved in this ambitious and surely tiring production
are to be commended wholeheartedly. The audience of Friday
evening's performance witnessed
this achievement with a standing
ovation after the performance. •
Perhaps most impressive was the
real sense of group effort, rather
than an emphasis on particular
players. In this way, thetnusic itself
remained as the predominant and
satisfying aspect of the evening.
Verdi is to be highly praised.

A segment from Sieeping Beauty expresses the grace of the classical genre.

Springing in Stages
by Siri Ram Khalsa
On Friday, November 20, Austin
Arts Center presented the Hartford
Ballet in a program of old and new
works. The company, to a member,
displayed technical proficiency,
versatility, and professionalism.
Michael Uthoff and Anthony
Salatino are to be commended, as
well,
for
their
excellent
choreography and fine direction.
The program included both
classical and modern ballet. Since I
am not an avid ballet fan, the
classical numbers, such as the pas
de deux from Sleeping Beauty, left
me unmoved. Nevertheless,' I could
appreciate the grace and virtuosity
with which they were performed.
It was only when the dancers
took off their tutus and let their
hair down that 1 found myself
engrossed in the movement. Such
pieces as Desires made the evening

Associated Motions of Dance
by Karen L. Webber
Members of the Dance Club
presented their works to a packed •
house in Wednesday evening's
Student Dance Concert. It consisted of five pieces, illustrating a
variety
of
approaches
to
movement.
The first piece, choreographed
and performed by Patty Bave and
Sue Soskin, made use of bdiiy contrasts and mirroring techniques.
Appropriately- entitled Yin-Van,
the dance created dual situations in
which the dancers functioned independently, and as parts of an
organic whole.
Surreal, a work exploring the
irrational, followed. Tim Martin's
choreography • conjured demons
that torment men's minds. This
piece elicited interpretation, and I
envisioned the demons as part of a
dream sequence. The "creatures"
were effectively portrayed by a
Greek chorus-like body including
Jim Bolton, Marybetfi Callan,
Doug Gray, Katie Jonesan, Carole
Pelletier, and Katie Van der

Sleesen. Moving in single file, they attention, became monotonous due
employed identical facial ex- ' to over use. The piece started at
one level and never progressed
pressions and gestures, while Tim
beyond it. The' climax was preMartin and Allison Friday created a
mature, and the initial power concomplimentary scene. The accomtained within the movement lost its
panying xylophone music, provided
impact. However, the piece did
by Robert Desesa, lent a haunting
attempt to fuse theatre and dance,
quality.
The third piece, entitled I Feel a stepping beyond the aspirations of
Really Anxious Moment Coming Surreal.
The final work, Pulsar, choreo(excerpts from a poem by Gertrude
Stein), was the • highlight of the graphed by Alison Pomfrantz,
evening. Choreographed by lacked visual variety. The moveAllison Friday, the dance was a ments were fine, but poorly assemmarriage between sound and bled in a-line for sloppy dancing.
movement. The action was visually Each dancer, (Sheila Davidson,
exciting, seeking to express the Sara Green, Wendy, Parkins and
qualities of each spoken word. Allison Friday), had a slightly difA|lison Friday and Katie Van der ferent style. Unfortunately, uniting
Sleesen gave a sensitive, attuned these individual personalities
proved impossible. •
'performance. •
The concert began with moveTim Martin incorporated . an
historical event into the context of ment for movement's sake, and
First Song for a Mad King, per- concluded in the same manner.
formed by Tim, Doug Gray and Together the pieces explored the
Paul Riccaido. Although its initial varied aims of dance: to relate
concept • seemed innovative, the symbolic meanings, to tell a story,
dance failed for "several reasons. to describe a scene, and to revel in
The wild, frenetic movement that the purity of its own artistic qualat once captured the audience's ities.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
219 Ntw Britain A vs., Hartford, Conn.
John W. Dulka, Prop.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

worthwhile. This fusion of modern
dance arid ballet was both fluid and
expressive. Set to Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra, the composition
was abstract, imagistic, yet
coherent. The lighting was subtle,
but totally effective; and the dancers exhibited showmanship when a
temporary problem arose in the
sound system.
In spite of Desires' good points,
there was one troublesome question
which plagued, me throughout its
performance: why did the dancers
wear toe shoes when the piece did
not feature any work en pointel
Surely, bare feet, would have been
more appropriate, as the' female
dancers struggled to execute
movements which would have been '
easy had their feet not been bound.
At times the shoes ruined the earthy
quality of the work by.creating a
restriction where there should have
been a letting go.
In hindsight, I realize that ballet
is a discipline in which beauty,
grace and entertainment come
before expression. Desires had
perhaps stretched the boundaries to
their limit.

I was expecting to hate
Cachivachcs (or knick-knacks), a
new work by Michael Uthoff,
described in. the program as a
"plotless, seamless, unstructured
work using the dancers' qualities
and everyday events that take place
in our basement at 308."
The misleading description
•evoked unpleasant images of Merce
Cunningham and other "Conceptual artists" of the dance world.
However, all of my resistance
proved fruitless,' since the composition was hardly avant-garde in
any sense of the word.
r Rather,,

Cficklyaches . was .a,.,

• meaningful, often humorous look
into the dancers' .world. It showed
the members of the Hartford Ballet
flirting, fighting, competing, grappling with their art, and Finally
coming together to create a work of
sublime beauty. The conclusion, set
to Pachelbel's Canon, was a •
masterpiece of choreography, performance and lighting. It made us
feel the transcendent moment,
when struggles with the mundane
fall away and there is contemplation, order and joy.

Meeting Movements
ford area, although a few are from
by Susan Place
Trinity docs reach out to the Trinity. The non-credit courses last
community. And the College's eight weeks and there are three
dance workshops represent this sessions: fall, winter and spring.
movement to encourage contact
Last Tuesday night, in the Washbetween students and Hartford ington Room at Mather Campus
residents.
Center, the fall session's efforts culThe workshops offer beginning, • minated in a performance given by
intermediate, and advanced classes four of the fifteen classes-offered
in modern dance, ballet, and jazz. this term.^It was not intended to be
They also offer classes in creative a big production, rather an informovement, movement massage, mal review exploring the different
and realignment and an introduc- aspects of the dance medium oftion to T'ai Chi Ch'uan, as well as a fered in each class. A handful of
"Performance Workshop." The faithful family and friends attended
classes are limited in size so as to this special evening, which helps to
provide individual attention. Most break the barriers between Trinity
of the students are from the Hart- and the Hartford community.

Student Readings
continued from page 6
Barbara wrote while abroad in
Rome. She explained that peoplewho go to Rome often write poetry
there, and when they come back,
their friends "have to listen to
them." One doubts, however, that
anyone at Thursday night's reading
found Barbara Selmo's poetry anything but a pleasure to listen to.
Kwaku Sintim-Misa's strong
poetry often seemed quick and to
the point. He divided nis poems
into two categories, a and b, or

" s e r i o u s , " i.e., political, and
"bulls—t," a general heading incorporating the other works. More
imagery was used than in the other
poems, read with forecfiil anger.
"Truth is not like the rain,"he proclaimed, explaining that one is not
forced to notice its presence.
The poetry reading turned out to
be a pleasant experience for all
who attended. The readings dealt
with a wide variety of subjects and
emotions, exploring both the individuality of each author and the
universality ofc theme.
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Editorial
FondforThought
The dining hail is one of the most important social centers on a. college campus. Yet, if the representative food
service has become woefully inadequate and inefficient,
the pleasurable atmosphere for dining arid chatting with
friends is eliminated.
Our patience with the Saga Food Service has been
exhausted. Yes, at the beginning of the semester it
looked as if Saga had finally gotten its act together.
Several attempts were made to ameliorate a situation
that had reached crisis proportions last semester. Informational signs were put .up, new trays were introduced,
and even the Saga personnel started to wear nice blue
shirts and caps. Indeed, even the food seemed of a
higher quality. The psychologists could have a field day
with this question: Does the improvement of the at' mosphere in which you eat make you believe that the
food you are eating has improved?
The concensus that The Tripod, has ascertained feels
that Saga food is stilT tasteless and unappealing, and that
the lines are longer than ever. Silverware has started to
disappear again, and the abundance of turkey makes
every week seem like Thanksgiving.
Clearly, complaints against Saga are still present and
innumerable, to the point that we are right back where we
started from — i.e., the Open Forum last February. Granted, Mather Campus Center does not provide the most
adequate of facilities, but is this really the best we can
do?
Saga is an institution at Trinity; it has been the primary
food service for many, many years. Institutions have a
way of growing tired and passe as the years progress,
howeven For this reason The Trl]pod believes that the
College must seriously reconsider renewing Saga's contract for another year. Bid specifications were sent out
earlier this month to five other food services, with bids
expected back by mid-December. With the renovation of
Mather expected to commence next summer, perhaps it
is time for a change'of food service to go along with our
new campus center. It's worth a try.
TheJFood Service Evaluation Committee has met with
Janice' Burr to discuss the bid specifications. In the
coming weeks,, according to SGA president Tom Hefto solicit student opinion of Saga before the final
decision on the contract is announced next year. These
concerned students tried to hold a Cave discussion
earlier this month, but naturally no one showed up. Watch
for upcoming meetings, and let your feelings be known
concerning this issue. Hopefully, Trinity will find Itself
with a new food service which is not all show but substance.

J.McA. Jr.

...HERE THEY
THOUSANDS OF
CHAR6W6 DOWN THE
BATTERED HlUSlDE
THROUGH THE PAUL
MOOHLAGHT STRMGHT

ARE

I REALIZE . . . H U H

JERRIES FOR
BREAKFAST!

Are We Adults Somehow
Entitled To Be Entertained?
To the Editor:
1 hesitate to address yet another
letter to the issue of the fraternities
on our campus. However, in that I
am an extremely infrequent contributor to the Tripod and have
been particularly stricken by a
recently printed statement in the
"What's on your mind?" .section, 1
shall take the risk.
The soul obligation that the administration of Trinity College has
to the student community here is to
provide them with a professional,
motivated and qualified environment in which the student may try
to learn, gain and develop. The rest
is entirely the responsibility of the
individual student. To suggest that
because the college administration
has made the decision to regulate
and/or restrict the activities of the
fraternities,
or any other
organization, the community is
being "deprived"— and that the
administration is then necessarily
obliged to provide the student with
social "alternatives," is ridiculous.

To suggest thai the sole function the
fraternities serve the community is
to provide a "much-needed" social
outlet, is also ridiculous, The
fraternities offer a variety of .services, both good and bad. To
narrow them down to a single one is
simply
a
demonstration
of
ignorance.
As a rule, I do not go to fraternity parties, don't enjoy them,
never have, and don't miss them ul
all. But it is nothing but immature
to suggest that a community of
adults is somehow entitled to be
"entertained" in the absence of
these parties. As adults, surely we
all possess the resources with which
to amuse ourselves. It would seem
that the fraternities only provide a
physical .structure within which u>
congregate. The activities of the individual members have not been
restricted.

The way that this 'incident' was
dealt with means that not only does
Dean Winer lose, not only does the
Trinity College Administration
lose, not"only does the unfortunate
victim lose, not only do the perpetrators lose, but the whole Trinity
College Community loses. We have
lost our self-respect. Let's hope that
we can learn our lesson the hard
way.
To the Trinity College Administration; here is what should
rightfully have been done in dealing
with this "incident." All members

of Alpha Chi Rho should have been
sent home immediately for one
week. If, at the end of that lime, the
guilty parties had not come forward
and confessed to their crime, then
all members' of the Fraternity
should have been expelled and the
Fraternity should have been shut
down. The guilty parties should
have been expelled; if the Fraternity
brothers did not have the courage to
reveal who the guilty parties were,
then they would have been equally
at fault.
Sincerely yours,
Mark Eugene Eckel '82

Sincerely,
Joseph A. Bierman '82 •

If an adult is bored, and can find
nothing on this vastly endowed
campus with which to occupy hi% or

An Embarrassing Lack of Courage
To the Editor,
" 1 am. afraid Dan Palmer's
illustration in last week's Tripod
that "time does not soothe all
wounds at Trinity" is so true that I
am going tq, have to illustrate that
fact by issuing yet another complaint. I was on academic leave of
absence during the semester when
the euphemistically-labeled ' i n cident" at , Alpha Chi Rho occurred; therefore, I was not here to
witness the trauma that it caused (at
least I sincerely hope it was
traumatic). Nevertheless, because
the "incident" has been neatly
swept under the rug, 1 feel that all of us in the Trinity Community
have compromised ourselves and
our convictions. We must know the
difference between what is right and
wrong! We must stand up for what
we believe! I feel that a support to
the foundation on which I base my
respect for Trinity and the Trinity
Community has been ripped'away.
The lack of courage and leadership
in the face of this blatant outrage
makes me extremely embarrassed."

her time, the blame clearly rests
with that individual alone. One
cannot be "deprived" of anything
that was not promised in the first
place. The absence of certain
fraternity activities may be a loss,
perhaps, for some, even an unfortunate loss, but it cannot be viewed
as a deprivation in any way.
Likewise, it. Is the duty of the administration to monitor and
regulate any force that it believes
offers a threat to the integrity of
our environment and the successful
execution
of its promised
obligations.

jBantam HBavy
V ...

Thanks, Crow, Psi U!
Dear Editor,
In light of the recent publishings
' against the fraternities on our campus 1 would like to take this opportunity to commend and thank those
members of the Alpha Chi Rho and
Psi Upsilon fraternities who came
to my assistance on the evening of
Sunday, November 15, 1981.

Tripod Goes Turkey
Worn and weary, The Tripod staff has finally recognized a prime
opportunity to have their turkey and eat it too. Ergo, there will not
be an issue of The Tripod appearing on Tuesday, December 1 due
to the editors' annual sojourn home for Thanksgiving. Fear not,
however; another issue scheduled for release to the populace on
December 8 is already in the planning stages. Until then, all are advised to eat, drink, and read The Times.

Without the help of these concercerned people 1 would not have
been so fortunate.
Upon returning to school that
evening and entering my dorm, my
handbag was grabbed orf my arm.
My screams were answered within
seconds as several Psi LJ brothers
ran out of their front door to help
Certainly they had an impressive effect on the assailant who ran into
another.Trinity student, a Crow
brother, with whom "he struggled
yet gave up the handbag.
Had all of these people not gotten
involved I would have been just
another victim of burglary. I was
lucky and am very grateful to all
those who were there.
Many thanks,
Sara Green '84

*m MmU U B l v w * y known for W bunt»l<y, is pktured Is PM»*
white l h e Battle of the Somm« b t ^ m »br<m<l. And he I* M " « l 0
give lhe impression that he knows th
that Uoyet Utoree to "boat to become
Prime mimsier.
imsier. Who b thfe pmtmofl
lw« week , B.num fl»by
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Letters andCommentary

Dangerous Thoughts: Gurliacd Rips Briefs, Opponen
Editor's Note: Judging from the
recent talk around campus, we feel
it necessary to remind the reader
that the views of our columnists do
not necessarily reflect those of this
publication.
by David Gurliacci
It's been an interesting week.
According to Friday's New York
Times (page A23), Ferdinand E.
Marcos, Enlightened Despot of the
Philippines, has banned video
games from the islands "because of
complaints from parents and
teachers that the games were
creating 'havoc' with the morality
of the nation's youth."
Additional evidence of the
imminent decline and fall of
Western Civilization was reported
in Thursday's Times. On page A10
of that issue, Bloomingdale's Men's
Store announced the new fall line
of Bruno D'Este "Luxurious
Fashion Underwear for Men." Said
the announcement: "All with the
soft, silklike elegance (and comfort) only Egyptian cotton has to
offer. Briefs, boxer shorts, and tee
shirts in a rich presentation of
colors. Made with the special
attention inherent to Italian design.
Double mercerized to re-enforce
cotton's strength and absorbency
for active lifestyles. And knit

elastic, an extra feature that works
with the body to give a dignified,
unconstraining fit. Now available
from the Bruno D'Este collection
of fine underwear for men." (No,
they are not called "bloomies,"
Madam. These are dignified
briefs.)
Men with active lifestyles can
buy their absorbent, doublemercerized, dignified, bikini, brief,
and fly-front style underwear in
burgundy, navy, beige, light blue,
or white. Price: $9,00 and $9.50.
Sold at all fine haberdasheries.
This, then, is the "Real World"
that our college education has been
preparing us for. The perfect gift
for Dad. Burgundy. "Fashion
Underwear."
And then there are those who
would have us rip down that iron
fence("While Mr. Gurliacci obviously
disapproves of Italian, designer,
bikini briefs, he offers no convincing evidence as to why anybody
else should." Which reminds me —
back to my half-witted mudslinging. Let's look in on a school
newspaper debate at a small,
selective, liberal arts college in
New England.)
At Trinity College, Rima Sirota
can't understand why David
Gurliacci disapproves of govern-

Outreach, SGA
Appreciate Support
To the members of the Trinity
community:
As members of "Hunger
Awareness Days," we must say a
few words about the results — and
non-results — of our efforts. First,
we applaud each and every student,
faculty, administration and staff
member who contributed so
generously and made the drive a
success. We are particularly glad to
say that Trinity students have
demonstrated a real concern for the
Hartford community's hunger
problem and have been truly unaoathetic in response.
We are, however, disappointed
in the faculty's response to our plea
for canned food donations.
Although the drive was announced
at the faculty meeting and 130
letters were sent to professors, only
two full boxes of »food were
collected. It is extremely discouraging that those with the easiest
access to canned foods showed the
least response. We hope that

ment grants for the Sierra Club,
garment workers' unions, unilateral
disarmament organization and
films starring the American Communist Party. "While Mr. Gurliacci
obviously disapproves of these
choices, he offers no convincing
evidence as to'why anybody else"
should." (Meanwhile, in Congress,
the people's representatives are
arguing over whether or not our
Federal budget is a "bare bones"
affair.)
Back at Trinity, Miss Sirota
"would surely be interested in
hearing the UFW's side of the
story" concerning a small
$600,000.00 oversight in Federal
funds having to do with a 17mountaintop-28-CampesinoCenter communications system.
Miss Sirota's interest joins that of
Mr. Gurliacci, Reason magazine,
and the U.S. Government, which
has given the UFW fully ten days to
come up with' fhe loot — or an
explanation of why the money was
misspent. The deadline has passed,
but the news of that explanation
has yet to reach Hartford.
"In essence, Mr. Gurliacci, the
only argument you present in your
article is that you just do not like
the organizations funded by the
N.E.H.," Miss Sirota opines. Mr.
Gurliacci, in turn, likes Cinestudio,
but would not shower it with
Federal grants,

Meanwhile, Miss Sirota believes
that "the" Conservative (with a
capital "C") Answer to this mess
comes from Human Events, which
(in its own words) "wants to
depoliticize
the
Endowment . . . and bring a C onservative
perspective to" the type of projects
funded." Miss Sirota "never
realized that 'depoliticization"
meant cutting off liberal organizations and funding conservative
ones." She still shouldn't. The
words she cites simply don't add up
to her conclusion. Even if they did,
they would only have been the
words of Human Events. They do
not speak for "Conservatism," nor
do they speak for Mr. Gurliacci.
Meanwhile, Mr. Matt Carey is
concerned that Mr. Gurliacci is not
"objective" enough in his column.
Mr. Gurliacci is criticized by Mr.
Carey as displaying a rather
naughty "cacophony of sentiment."
Mr. Carey then tastefully proceeds
to, objectively and without sentiment, label Mr. .Gurliacci's attitudes as "officious, adolescent and
distasteful." Then, temperate,
unofficious Mr. Carey, with all due
humility, labels Mrs. Gurliacci's
"intemperance" as "indicative of an
over-confident youth, or a halfwit."
Mr. Gurliacci, in turn, is
repentent. He will learn from the
example of Mr. Carey, who can

easily label another person "officious" and "an over-confident
youth" (something Mr. Gurliacci
never had the confidence to do)
without displaying either trait. He
can even do so without citing a
single reason for making such commentsrother than the fact that he
doesn't much like Mr. Gurliacci's
logic. Mr. Carey can also iabel
another person a "half-wit" and an
"adolescent," all without being
"distasteful" or displaying even an
ounce of "intemperence." Mr.
Gurliacci wonders why Mr, Carey,
in his righteousness, neglected to
label Mr. Gurliacci a "hypocrite,"
as well.
Mr. Carey also enjoins Mr.
Gurliacci to be more "clear, complete and simple." Mr. Carey himself is certainly complete and
simple. And the clarity of this prose
stylist is well displayed in such lines
as "his negative views do hold some
weight in the direction of defining,"
and "it is unchallengable to my
mind," and "directed for the
support of." The chastised Mr.
Gurliacci will, in the future, hold
some weight in better directions.
Meanwhile, Mr. Michael Topp is
disgusted and , greatly disturbed
with cute little word games that
confuse and annoy people. Mr.
Gurliacci, in turn, who is willing to
concede that his ability to write
continued on page 12

Give Intellectual Recreation A Try

b> Bailey Johnston
faculty members will make a more
effective contribution in the future.
One,class period, Andrea BianTo those faculty members, staff chini suggested to our small Spanish
people and students who did con- 331 class held in her office that we
tribute, we extend a warm and go to Brown University to hear a
heartfelt "thank you." Thanks also lecture sponsored by Brown's
to those who attended the semi- graduate program. A distinguished
formal — it is good to see that an scholar from Trinity College in
inter-organizational benefit dance Dublin, Ireland, was going to speak
can be such a huge success! We of
on "Galdos and Spanish Realism,"
the SGA also thank the Newman the very author and subject upon
Club, Hillel and the Christian which we were concentrating.
Fellowship for their support and Palmer Sloan volunteered to call
cooperation.
about using the campus station
The hunger problem in Hartford wagon. Professor Bianchini could
is a serious one; the situation is not go but suggested we take
particularly critical during the copious notes so that we could tell
winter months. Let's make every her all about it.
day "Awareness Day" and help to
With remarkable ease Palmer
solve the problems faced by our
secured the car and on Thursday
neighbors in Hartford.
night, Nov. 19, we headed out a litRuth Watson, Chairperson
The Community Outreach tle late for Brown. After getting iost
in Providence, we arrived fifteen
Group
minutes late at the Hispanic-Italian
Tom Hefferon, president
Student
G o v e r n m e n t House in which the lecture was
held. The house was beautiful.
Association

Honestly, Ihe lecture went over my
head. ...It was prebented on a
gratfuateJevel. As undergraduates,
we did not know en'ough
background material to fully appreciate all the lecturer said but we
did appreciate the atmosphere. Dr.
Rivera, the head of the graduate
Spanish department, was delighted
that we had come. We were the only
undergraduates there and we had
come all the way from Hartford! At
the reception afterwards I got the
chance to talk to the lecturer himself who was modest, retiring, and
"touched" that we had come all

that way. We were definitely made
the mos>t of.
AM p^ us ^a'ilned'.from being, opposed to real scholars on the subject
of which we were concentrating,
and had such a good time that we
wanted to encourage other classes
to get out and take advantage of the
cultural activities that happen at
other colleges and even at Trinity.
Transportation certainly cannot
pose a problem. The campus station
wagon with gas included exists for
activities such as these and I don't
think we use it enough. Let's go for
it!

Tripod

Will Such Brainless Pranks End?
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
ever-growing problem of vandalism
at Trinity. This, however, pertains
only.to the Trinity students themselves. After an excellent evening of
Homecoming activities, some
student(s) felt it necessary to play a
Trinity Ski Team Presents

EXORCIST
•wit
From Warner Bros.i

December 4,1981
MCCOOK AUDITORIUM
7:15,9:30 p.m. & 12:00 midnight

Admission $2.00

brainless prank. At 3:30 a.m., they
either lit off a smoke bomb or
sprayed a fire extinguisher in the
girl's middle hall of North Campus.
Although still under investigation,
it was most likely a smoke bomb
followed by a fire extinguisher.
Whatever it was, the smoke
naturally set off the smoke alarm.
This put the entire dorm into a state
of panic. As we walked into the hall
to find out what was wrong, all we
could see and smell was thick black
smoke. Instinctively, we thought it
was a fire. An R.A. had the common sense to pull the fire'alarm
which connects to the fire department. Meanwhile, the guys downstairs came up to see what the
problem was. They, loo, immediately suspected fire and
promptly began knocking on doors
to see that the remaining students
evacuated safely. We can only say
that we were scared to death, wondering if our possessions would be

burnt to the ground within the next
hour. We evacuated the building
and stood outside in the cold,
waiting. The fire department and
security showed up soon after to
deal with the so-called fire. After
being instructed to wait in High
Rise, we found out it was only a
smoke bomb or fire extinguisher.
We don't know who played this
prank, but it certainly wasn't funny. For those of us who have experienced fire in our homes, or in
our neighbors' homes, it was a very
frightening experience. Putting an
entire dorm into a state of panic is
not what one should expect -from a
Trinity student. The fire department and security need not waste
their time with foolish pranks. This
act was uncalled for, and whoever
did it ought to think twice before
trying it again:
Tricia Maxon '85

TheTKlt^D^spu^in^^dJ^hthe ^de^of-XrirfSty^illge, and
is written and edjted^nl^lY^bj 1 the^tude^nt'^taft. All materials are
edited and p r i n t S i t t n e dIs|rr<Hion of the editorial board; material
is warmly encouraged. Dea(|hjeJpr/articIes, letters to the editor,
announcements and classified ads, advertisements and other copy
is midnight, Saturday, preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD.
The TRIPOD offices are located in Jackson Hall Basement. Office
hours: Sunday 12 noon to 6 p.m., Tuesday 7:15 p.m. to 8 p.ni.
Telephone 246-1829 or 527-3151, ext. 252. Mailing address: Box
1310, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106
_
,
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College News
Crime Stories Lead To Arrest Of Student Reporters
College Press Service
Several college newspapers
around the country recently found
themselves in trouble for trying to
report rapes rumored on their
campuses.
Suspecting that violent crime
had increased in and around their
campus, staffers at Boston College's paper resorted to suing
college police to try Jto get a look at
BC crime records.
A few days later in mid-October,
members of Boston University's
student paper staff staged an impromptu sit-in at BLT police" headquarters in an attempt to see record's of BU crime. The students
were arrested, and now face trial on
trespassing
charges.
And in the most extreme
example of administration concern
over student reporting of campus
crime, Chicago police in early
October seized the entire press run
of an edition of DePaul University's
student paper that contained a
story about a campus rape.
Though publication of the
DePaulia was suspended, DePaul's
president finally ordered the paper
reinstated.
On all three campuses, student
journalists now suspect their administrations are trying to cover up
crime statistics for fear of damaging their schools' public image.
"We'd received a call from aa
anonymous student that there had
been an attempted rape at a dorm,"
recalls Edward Cafasso, news
editor at Boston University's Daily
Free Press. "We called the campus
police, and they said they hadn't
heard anything about it. That's
what's been happening for years
regarding crime on campus here."
Subsequently, Cafasso says, he
and four other staff members went
to campus police headquarters to
see police logs of the alleged rape
attempt. Refused access to the records, the group remained at the
station until Chief Paul Bates
ordered them to leave. "We didn't
plan to stage a sit-in," Cafasso
asserts, "It was all kind of spontaneous."
-

When the students refused to thing," counters Robert Bergenvacate the premises, "We were . heim, BU Vice President for Laborarrested, handcuffed, and marched Public Relations. "Not a single
out of the building," Cafasso incident on campus, whether rape
relates. The five were taken to a or anything else, has been
downtown Boston police station, supressed."
where Cafasso says they spent two
While Bergenheim admits the
hours in jail before being bailed out present secrecy of BU police files
by their newspaper. A trial date was represents "the administration's
set for November 13.
view, not mine," he also fears the
"Did they tell you that I guaran- impact of "coverage blown out of
teed I would be on the phone to context. Student journalists tend to
them at four o'clock," Bates play things up to sound as if the
retorts. "They were arrested and world is coming apart."
charged with trespassing. That's
"Believe me, we don't take the
the whole story as far as- I'm con- problem of crime lightly, though.
cerned."
We're aware college campuses are
Cafasso notes his group was magnets for criminals."
inspired by fellow journalists at
"I don't think it gives us a black
Boston College.
eye if a problem with security is
"We had information, that a rape publicized," says Rev. Thomas
had occurred on campus," says Croak, dean of students at DePaul
Eliza Speranza, news editor at The in Chicago. "It should simply goad
Heights, BC's student pap.er. "The
police denied it had happened and
wouldn't let us see their logs. We
got a lot of reports from students
about campus crime, which we'd
like to substantiate. But the police
just say 'No, it didn't happen, and
we can't let you see our records,"'
The BC paper then filed suit
under a Massachusetts law that
makes most police log entries public knowledge.
Boston College and Boston University officials contend the statute
doesn't apply to their privatelyhired police forces.
BC's Speranza notes that student
papers at nearby Harvard,
Brandeis, Wellesley and Tufts all
have access to campus police files.
She stops shoTt ol saying BC
police are covering up crime. "We
don't know for a fact whether
they're concealing a lot of stuff or
not. That's just the point of our
suit. We're trying to find out."
Cafasso suspects the BU administration of encouraging police
suppression of crime reports, put of
% preoccupation with its self-image.
"I think there's a high source of
pressure on Chief Bates, perhaps
even from (BU President John)
Silber."
"We have not covered up any-

us into doing a better job."
and claims she was "going through
But Croak admits "There's a lot considerable trauma."
of concern by college administra"I'm a First Amendment
tors in general about the image of devotee," Croak asserts, "and I
their schools as being safe, espe- don't believe in limitation of inforcially when you have an urban mation. I had pangs of conscience
campus."
about confiscating the paper, but
my obligation . to the individual
• Croak was the administrator
who ordered campus and city student's well-being* had' to come
police to seize all copies of the first."
DePaulia Editor Kellen notes
October 89th issue of the DePaulia,
which ran a story about a rape that the regular Chicago press
committed on the Chicago campus carried the • rape story. "(Croak)
could have requested the papers
three days earlier.
not to run the story, but the attiBefore the edition was confis- tude seemed to be 'they can run it,
cated, Editor Vince Kellen had but we shouldn't run it at DePaul."
refused Croak's request to delay
Croak's order was overturned
running the story for a week.
four days later in a special session
"My concern was for the young of a university senate subcomlady not to read about this in the mittee on publications, and the
school newspaper," says Croak, confiscated edition was subsewho had counseled the rape victim quently distributed.

Mr. Boston

Schnapps and Hops

Columnist Responds
to Criticism
think he could possibly have been
laughing at).
humor rivals that of Millard
Furthermore, Mr. Gurliacci
Fillmore, would like to clarify wonders what Mr. Topp thinks of
something.
"AH in the Family" and "Saturday
The definitions of "rape" and Night Live," which also make
"rapist" cited by Mr. Topp derived jokes at the expense of political
not from the fervid imagination of groups. Mr, Gurliacci vows not to
Mr. Gurliacci, but from that of Ms. follow the pernicious examples, of
Susan Brownmiller, whose book, Norman Lear and the "Saturday
Against Our Wills Men, Women Night Live" crowd again.
and Rape, made something' quite
Meanwhile, Mr. Ian McFarland,
close to those definitions heT thesis. on page nine of last week's Tripod,
(Her definition of rape: a "con- is horrified that too much money is
scious process of intimidation by going for the defense of, while too
which all men keep all women in a little pays for, the food of, "14.5
state of fear." — author's italics.) niillion children" fed by the school
The reception Responsible Liberals, lunch program. On page seven, Ms.
accorded to the book was ecstatic. Antsbug clarifies Mr. McFarland's
Ms. B. made the cover of Time fears.
magazine as one of their "Women
Mr. McFarland cannot compreof the Year," her book was a Bobk- hend why an "intelligent member
of-the-Month Club selection, rave of our community" (Did he really,
book reviews sprung up, and the say that? Gee, thanks Ian.) can
New York Times Book Review fea- criticize the misspending of a
tured her tome on its front page. million when billions are spent on
Mr. Gurliacci, therefore, will the military. Whoever this "intelligrant that his definition may have gent member" is, perhaps he hasn't
been cryptic — but not tasteless. yet found which funds the military
Mr. Gurliacci was, after all, misspends. Perhaps he doubts that
laughing at those who take that this misspending is on the order of
definition seriously (and he the increases proposed by the preswonders what else people might ent administration.
continued from page 11

The dynamic duo. A shot of Mr. Boston Peppermint
Schnapps and the perfect sidekick—an icy cold mug of your
favorite beer.
An exciting combination that's winning over tastebuds
everywhere.
Sure, there are lots of Peppermint Schnapps. But only
Mr. Boston's natural Peppermint Schnapps comes from a
collection of eleven natural tastes from around the world.
So why take a shot in the dark?

Mr. Boston's
Natural Peppermint Taste
r> J J ^ w M n B o s t o n Peppermint Schnapps, 54, 60 and 100 proof
Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller, Boston, MA, Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA. © 1980
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Hartford
Guardian Angels Face Strong Local Opposition
by David R. Lindquist
An organization was founded in
New York City in 1978 by a mediawise, anti-litter champion, and
former newsboy named Curtis
Sliwa. By 1981, it had twenty-three
chapters across the country in cities
such as: New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Albuquerque, and
Los Angeles. Its members are
usually young, street-wise volunteers who sport red berets and white
t-shirts. The organization is the
Guardian Angels, which is; now
planning to set up shop in the city
of Hartford.
•
The move is being sponsored by
Springfield, Mass. Angels' chief
John Rivera and New York's chief
Curtis Sliwa, who think Hartford is
ready for them. The two point to
statistics showing crime on the increase in Hartford, and express
their dc->iie to do something about

it. "We are citizens," they say, who
want -to provide positive role
models for ghetto-born leaders of
tomorrow.
However, they are being
challenged by the Hartford Police
Department, headed by Chief
George W. Sicaras. It is the Department's concern that the Angels will
become just another target for opposing street gangs and might
exacerbate already tense gang
violence, which was the cause of
four deaths last year during hundreds of shoot-outs. Part of the
problem is that the Guardian
Angels refuse to work with local
police units.
The Angel leaders say that "we
work on trust and don't want to be
seen as stoolies for police." They
remain unafraid of street gangs
such as Hartford's Savage Nomads

the group as "paramilitary carpetbaggers."
What exactly do the Guardian
Angels do? By rules adopted by the
original New York chapter, Angels
are supposed to patrol high-crime
areas in an attempt to control street
crimes like assault and purse snatHartford city officials have also ching, occasionally making citizen's
been involved with the Angel con- arrests. They do not deal with
troversy. Former mayor George prostitution and drug-dealing, and
Athanson, who feels that the try to avoid street gangs. They also
organization is a positive program try to set examples for young
for city youth, warmly welcomed people.
Guardian Angel leaders into the
It isn't easy to become a Guarcity. His successor, Thirman L,,, dian Angel. The group may "receive
Milner, is not so kindly disposed, up to 150 applicants from a city like
and is reluctant to "open the Hartford, but only thirty to forty
doors" to any outside organization
that "wants to come in to resolve
our problems." They also have few
friends in the City Council.
Outgoing Councilman Sidney Garby Nancy Funk
dner has referred to the members of

and Ghetto Brothers. On the other
side, Lt. Joseph Croughwell points
out that "we appreciate all the
citizen help we can get in anti-crime
activities, but only if the citizen help
is willing to work under (Police)
Department control."

Notes On Hartford

Governor Suffers
Mild Heart Attack
Connecticut Governor William
O'Neill suffered a mild heart attack
late last week and is now recovering
at St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center in Hartford..
According to doctors, victims of
mild heart attacks remain
hospitalized for twelve to fourteen .
days, and cannot resume normal activities for up to three months. They
affirm, however, that his overall
health is good, and believe that he
will be able to resume his duties as
governor and begin campaigning by
next year.
O'Neill's illness will still cause
political difficulties for him. The
governor would now be involved in
a critical session of the General
Assembly during which he had intended to lobby for his lax
program.
The
governor's
personal
physician, Dr. Hohn D. Rixon,
stated that it is too soon to measure
the severity of O'Neill's condition or
to decide when he will be discharged
from the hospital.

400 protesters gather to express their opposition to the commissioning of the first Trident missile-carrying submarine, The Ohio. The protest, held at the Electric Boat Shipyard in Groton, Ct. on Saturday, November 14, was
attended by several concerned Trinity students who are members oftheCoalition for Nudear^ms Control

For

are accepted and those must survive
a two-month training course. After
that, they begin to patrol as
privately-trained, unarmed
civilians.
Silwa and Rivera expect to
organize a Hartford Chapter even
over objections by the Police
Department and Mayor Milner.
They already have a chapter in
Connecticut, in Fairfield County's
Stamford. As they point out, to
refute those who fear they will be
threatened by gang warfare, Hartford's gang problem is no worse
than in cities such as New York and
Los Angeles, already home cities of
the Guardian Angels.

Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders

200 Protest t a x
Outside Capital
A crowd of 200 angry protesters
rallied on the steps of the State
Capitol last Thursday, demanding
the repeal of the unincorporated
business tax. A 1,500-foot roll of
paper, which the protesters alleged
to contain 64,000 anti-tax

signatures, was unravelled there.
A repeal of the tax is actually
favored by both chambers of the
house, but the tax still exists
because of the lack of agreement on
alternative sources of funds, and
because of Governor O'Neill's vow
to veto any bill that would repeal
the tax.
•
The protesters consisted of:
lawyers, accountants, shopkeepers,
and other independent business
owners who chanted "Repeal
O'Neill." Governor O'Neill is a
chief proponent of the tax, having
stubbornly defended it in a speech
to the General Assembly.
Cheers could be heard from the
crowd as several Republican politicians voiced their opposition to
the levy, dubbing it a selective income tax.

Milner !6 Resign as""'
State Rep. on Nov. 27
Hartford Mayor-elect Thirman
L. Milner announced last Wednesday that he will resign from the
state House of Representatives on
November 27. His resignation
means that the seventh district will
not be represented during its special
session for forty-five days.
Milner stated that the timing of
his resignation will save Hartford
money, by making the date of the
special election for his seat the same
as that for the seat of deceased
Representative William R. Cotter.
Having both elections on January
12 will save Hartford between
$3,000 and 55,000.

Call when you
leave — it will

he ready upon,.
arrival
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY eXPAJM£££ pining Room

Phone
New Britain Av®.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Sfaron, prop

247-

The International Association of Students
in Economics and Business Management

New Members and Interested Observers
are Welcome
•^.,oa meetings held every Tuesday Night
at 9:00 P.M.;
(Downstairs in Mather)

•and

United states

'gaustria gernw
in greece yugos

\vin\sia malte Cl
Stand ivory C
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IN THE ARENA

Swimmers Revived
by Torey Aronow

semester; In the breaststroke events
there are several women McPhee
can choose from, Nancy Meade,
Jean Durham, Laura Couch and
captain Torey Arohow. Breaststroker Bill Huffer has rejoined the
team after a brief hiatus to pursue
other interests.
In an effort to upgrade the
women's program, the team will
face new schools this season.
Southeastern Massachusetts and
Smith, the new additions, included
with Tufts, Mt. Holyoke and
Amherst will certainly be formidably, .opponents. The men's
team has also made scheduling
changes in the interests of fairer
competition; Fairfield has been
added and MIT and Tufts droppedBoth teams seem to work well as
a unit under their coach with Robin
Sheppard and Bob Slaughter filling
the positions of assistant coach and
diving coach. When scheduling
difficulties arise with daily workouts both the men and women
swim in each other's practices
creating an enlivened team spirit
every afternoon.
This past Sunday the teams combined efforts for a swim-a-thon to
raise money for an exercise bench.
Once the money is raised to buy the
bench, the primitive but detested
pullchords will be replaced (or

When the weather gets colder
and exams and papers pop up on
the calendar at an alarming rate,
another seasonal event occurs at
Trinity — winter sports. Along with
the swish of the hoop and the slap
of the puck, the splash of water can
be heard at Ferris as 35 men and
•women prepare for the upcoming
season-

;

-•'•-••'

ri

Both the men's and women's
swim teams, coached by Chet
McPhee, had plus .500 records last
ye'ai- and look excitedly to the
robust crop of freshmen^swimmers
to joiii the ranks of the 'veterans.
Outstanding prospects Lulu Cass
and Laura Couch are expected to
add a one-two punch to the
women's team while Rex Dyer,
Chris McCarthy, Tim Raftis and
Dave' Mugsford will provide the
much needed expertise and depth
on the men's squad.
Leading the strongest men's
team to assemble in recent years
are captain Scott Bowden, Doug
Grey and Chip Lake. Coach
McPhee is looking for several of his
men to qualify for nationals this
year as well as returning star backstroker Martha Belcher who went
last year, and newcomer Cass.
With three quick'meets before
Christinas vacation, SMU, Yassar
and Fairfield, the women's team
will be well into their season before
the junior exodus abroad by Anne
Ward, Paula Ryan and Julie Veale,
Linda Gillett, Laura. Gill and Tini
Peiser will be especailly called
upon to pick up the slack second

Up and Coming:
Dec. 1.
Women's Swimming
Men's Hockey....".
Dec. 2 . .Men's Varsity Basketball
Men's J.Vv Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Varsity Squash
Men's J.V, Squash
Dec. 3-5 . .Women's Basketball
Dec. 4 . . .Women's Swimming
Men's Hockey
Dec. 5 . ..Wrestling
Men's Varsity Basketball
Men's J.V. Basketball
Men's Swimming
Men's J.V. Squash
Fencing
Women's Swimming

phased out) by the more technical
and modern pain inducing device.
Other new torture devices on the
pool deck include red kick balls
and orange pull buoys but no fatalities have been reported yet, only
sore muscles.
With the start of the season just a
week away hopes, expectations and
swimmers are flying. Be There,
Aloha.

Mike Merin, Dave Pike and Lincoln Collins were named to the all
New England waterpolo first team. Chip Lake was also honored with a
position on the second team, Lincoln Collins was voted as the 1981 most
valuable player by his teammates. Finally, Scott Bowden was
distinguished as the Most improved Player. • • • ' • • . •

Waal Football Stats For Eight Games (6-2)
TRINITY
119

OPPONENTS
90

1199/420
989
•2188
135/64 (-474)
11
49/33.2 (1629)

PER GAME
RUSHING
PASSING
TOTAL OFFENSE .
POINTS

638/347
1103
1741
156/77 (.494)
12
"
61/32/3 (1971)

876
25/17
36/348

825
33/16
38/420

TRINITY
149.9
123.6
273.5
19.8

OPPONENTS
79.8
137.9
217.6
14.5

SCORING
TRINITY
OPPONENTS

TD
22
16

FG
4/9
3/5

PATKick
14/18
9/13

PATother
0/4
1/3

PERIOD SCORING
TRINITY
OPPONENTS

41
19

1
23
29

2
33
46

3
61
22

Safety
0
0

Total
158
116

Per Game
19.8
.14.5
Total

158
116

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING
44 Bill Holden
12 Tom Clemmenson
35 Mike Elia
TOTALS ~

G
8
8
8

Att.
160
29
129
420

8

PASSING
16 Joe Shield
18 Jeff McLucas
17 Pete Martin
TOTALS

G
7
4
2
8

RECEIVING
89 Bob Reading •
35 Mike Elia
12 Tom Clemmenson
TOTALS
,.,*.

G
8
8
8
8

.

Yds.
616
171
345
1199

ID

1
3
6
12

i*°:

Per Game

3.9
5.9
2.7
2.9

77.0

Att. Comp.
105
53
18'
8
11
3
135
64

Pet. C M P / u
.505
7.6
.444
2.0
,272
1.5
.474
8.0

No.
29
15
7
64

Yds.
514
116
124
989

CPG
3.6
1.9
0.9
8.0

YPC
17.7
7.7'
17.7
15.5

6:30 ..HOME
7 : 3 0 . . . . HOME
H;00 .. .HOME
6:00 . . . HOME
4:00 . . . HOME
I'M) • . .away
7:00 .. .away
7:00 .. .Conn. College
3:30 . . . HOME
.5:00 .. .away
12:00 ..Norwich
3:00 .. .HOME
.1:00 . . .HOME
1:00 ...away
.2:30 . . . HOME
2:00 . . . away
1:00 ...away

REMINDERS: Deadline for D.E. Ski Class is Tuesday, Dec. 1, Contact Kirk Catneran ac FAC.
Teams are now forming for intramural basketball, badminton, and volleyball. Last day
to sign up is Dec. 15.

Waterpolo Awards

TEAM STATISTICS
FIRST DOWNS
RUSHING YARDS/RUSHES
PASSING YARDS
TOTAL OFFENSE
PASS ATTEMPTS/COMPLETION (%)
PASSES INTERCEPTED BY
PUNTS/AVERAGE (YARDS)
RETURN YARDS
FUMBLES/LOST
PENALTIES/YARDS

.SMU
Suffolk Univ
Amherst
•.. Amherst
Mt. Holyoke
Amherst
Amherst
Whaling City Inivitional
Vassar
Amherst Tourney
Norwich, Bridgewaler
Curry
Maine Central
Fairfield
Choate
Concord Carlisle
Fairfield

Long
25 VS. .^m
11 vs. Wesleyan
18 vs. CG
29 Holden vs. Amherst

21.4

43.1 1
149.9
TD
8
2
1
12

YPG
64.3
14.5
15.5
123.6

0
1
8

Yds.
112
61 '
989

YPG
U6.6
;
""28.0
'•30.5

123.6

TD Long
4 45 vs. CG
0 27 vs. Colby
2 45 vs. CG
8 45 Reading,
Clemmenson

TRINITY SCORING: Tom Clemmenson 7 TD - 42 pts; Mike Elia 6 TD - 36 pts;
Bob Reading 4 TD - 24 pts; Chris Caskin 9 PAT, 4 FG - 21 pts;
Bill Holden 2 TD - 12 pts; Pete Martin, Joe Shield, and
_ Tim McNamara 1 TD - 6 pts; Mike Cooke 5 PAT - 5 pts.
Three team records were set this fall: all by the defense. Only 638 rushing yards were allowed: the 3rd
lowest total ever given up by a Trinity defense. The 628.0 total tackles registered by Trinity is a new
Bantam first place mark, as is the 52 quarterback sacks.
•'•--••••. ..-•.-.---.-•-••-•- -•-•,•.>••;

Alaskan Flurries
When one looks at the men's varsity basketball schedule everything appears basically normal; Amherst, Curry, MIT, Western
Conn, the Trinity Christmas Tourney, at the University of
Alaska . . . the Univesity of Alaska!? Aetuallv. the opponent is
properly known as the University of Alaska at Anchorage. However
as long as the opposition has Alaska in its name, whether its at
Juneau, Fairbanks, or Anchorage, it is a road trip far different from
the usual venture down 91 to Middletown,
Two years ago the cagers took another long road trip to Cuba.
New Head Coach Stanley Ogrodnik stated that the trip had estab-

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
lished a precedent whereby the basketball team would be able to take
a "substantial road trip" every few years.
The most outstanding feature of this trip is that the cost on
Trinity's part is minimat, because Alaska-Anchorage will finance
most of the trip. With a constantly captive audience AlaskaAnchorage can make enough money in gate receipts to guarantee
Trinity enough money to make the trip financially feasible.
From a basketball point of view the Alaska trip will prove most
challenging. Alaska-Anchorage is no run of the mill team. As the
host of the Great Alaska Shootout each November, they have a
chance to play some of the top teams in the nation.
A year ago Alaska-Anchorage played the eventual national runner-ups, North Carolina to a draw for a half before falling by sixteen
points in the first round of The Shootout, The next night they were
edged at the buzzer by highly ranked Missouri. This weekend
national powers Georgetown and Marquette will make the trek to
the 49th state for the Shootout.
Besides a challenge on the court, the trip will hopefully provide the
players with educational enlightenment and the chance to live for a
few days in a completely new environment. Although the itinerary
has not been completely set, the play now has the varsity leaving on
January 11th and returning on the 17th. Since games are scheduled
for the 14th and 15th, the squad will have plenty of time after adjusting to the five-hour time difference to view the gorgeous Alaskan
scenery.
As with the trip to Cuba, this is a tremendous opportunity for the
members of the varsity basketball team. In the long run the trip may
prove to be a highlight of their college careers.
*****
Although not as exotic, the December 12th game at Yale is also of
interest. This is the swi'J 2l w ^ 1 Ogrodnik sees as a series of games
against Ivy League teams.
The main benefit of the Yale game is that it provides tiic IZ2 w i l h
ne challenge of playing a Division I university. The Bants have very
.little to.lose in playing the Bulldogs. A toss to a Division I team
would pe Z™1:^
. wh / ile f w i n would provide the Bants with
tremendous momentum for tiic ,~?™{ier of the season.
It is admirable of the coach to schedule tougn gmTT T o ° ° f t e n
schedules are padded to produce winning records' with little
thS v f - T ? \ k ShOU ! d b e """Pfonented for including Yale on

Are You Interested in Basketball?
Anyone interested in a paid position as a basketball statistician for
the mnity News Bureau during the 1981-82 season, please contact
Nick Noble, Sports Information Director, Ext. 217 or 370 (or in the
evening; 527-3449), ASAP. Thank you.
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More Sports
Sports Scene From The Summit

ROLL CALL: "Though Much Is
Taken, Much Abides"
. by Nick Noble
"Though much is taken, much abides; and though
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are—
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find,
And not to yield."
.
:
—Tennyson (1842)
A homecoming football crowd is different from any other.
Alumni see the game through eyes misted by memory. They
see the pass leave the quarterback's hand, and they watch it
spiral downward in its arc, towards the receiver running down
the sideline. But each of them sees a different arm make the
throw, and for each alumnus it is a different pair of hands that
reaches for the ball. To the team of 1949, assembled in the
bleachers to celebrate their unbeaten 8-0-0 campaign of thirtytwo years before, it is Ed Ludorf firing the pass to a waiting
Dick Garrison. For Richard Deppen, Class of 1913, who has
seen sixty-one Trinity-Wesleyan games, it conjures up visions
of Hobe Cook pitching the ball to Earl Ramsdell for the winning score in the first game he attended: 1909, Trinity 12 Wesleyan 6. It is a roll call-of memory: Bob Alexander - Ron
Reopel - Tony Sanders - Don Taylor - Merrill Yavinsky - Rick
Rissell - Kim Miles - Jay Bernardoni - Saul Wiezenthal George Rose - Mike Foye passes to Sam Niness - Sam pinner Ron Martin - Don Duckett - Whit Cook - Tom Lines - Pat
McNamara. Bill Barber - Ted Hudson - George Brickley Mickey Kobrosky - Bob O'Malley - Bill Goralski - Charlie
Sticka - Dave Kiarsis - John Flynn chews up the yardage on the
ground, behind the block of Lou Hubbard - Luke Kellam Frank Sherman - Frank Lentz - Roger LeClerc- Doug Jacobs.
There is Ron Kinney - Bill Vilbert - Quentin Keith - Mike Maus

one touchdown up on his older brother. "He made a super
catch," said Pat McNamara of Tim's Wesleyan heroics. "One
of the best catches I've seen in a while. I was really thrilled. A
catch like that can go a long way in building a young player's
confidence. It can open some doors for him." Against
Wesleyan, in three varsity seasons, Pat McNamara caught 15
passes for 253 yards and 3 TDs. "It took me four years to get
on the news," he remarked with a smile, "and Tim did it on
his first catch. He's got one hell of a head start. I'm pleased
for him, and I wish him the best."
The 19S1 season was a beginning for at least two other
Trinity players who have shown great promise for the future.
Kicker Chris Caskin will probably remember his first time
against Wesleyan, because of the game-saving tackle he made
on the second great kickoff return by Wesleyan's Gene Cote,
but he has shown flashes of brilliance at putting a ball through
the uprights, and there are three years remaining ahead of him.
Joe Shield, tall, poised, with flame-red hair, this fall became
the first Trinity freshman to start at quarterback for the gan, tarn varsity, and he ended the season nationally ranked as a
passer. Earlier in that Wesleyan game, Shield almost scored on
the same running play that Pete Martin would later tally onv
.He was knocked out of bounds at the one. With already one
year of starting experience behind him, Joe Shield adds a
measure of talented stability to the future of Trinity football.
Pete Martin ended as he had begun: with a dazzling comefrom-behind finish, sparked by his leadership and fueled by
his ability. Martin came into his own on opening day 1980,
when his fourth quarter field generalship gave Trinity football
its most important victory of the past twenty years. Against
that same Tufts team one year later, Pete Martin suffered a
broken jaw, and was "out for the season." He worked with
the JV team as an assistant coach, arid did his best to help Joe
Shield adjust to a starting role. And then, in the Trinity
Comeback-of-all-time, he showed a Homecoming crowd in the
fourth quarter of the 1981 Wesleyan game just why he led New
1 .ij '.i i.. i) i IUI HZILIIH IIIUI **• ii iiimi.im • inked . c . i piissvr
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Rookie quarterback Joe Shield, a part of the new era, passes off to »iii HoWen, wi.« rc«r,;!j pSri^ii !«, isA gone as i BJSSBBI
Pete Martin stepped quickly back into the pocket, cocked
his arm, and sent the ball sailing for the left corner of the end
zone. Tim McNamara was off and running down the sideline.
The ball was over his shoulder, coming down. He reached out
and grabbed it, dragging his feet across the end line: touchdown.
It was more than an ending (to use the worn Commencement cliche); it was a beginning as well. Pete Martin's last
Trinity pass was Tim McNamara's first Trinity reception:
together good for the winning score in perhaps the most exciting finish of any Trinity-Wesleyan gridiron contest.
TRIVIA QUESTION: Which two brothers have caught-the
most touchdown passes tg. Trinity history? ANSWER: The
McNamaras, Pat and Tim, with 21. From 1977-79, Pat McNamara ruled the Trinity passing lanes, hauling in 141 passes
for 2,280 yards and 20 TDs. Still, he never played on the varsity as a freshman, and Tim McNamara, never one to languish
for very long in another's shadow, is already one catch and

inhis junior y?ar, It was the kind of finish a senior dreams of,
and it was the capstone to an amazing career, Pete Martin appeared in 17 varsity games for Trinity, but in only seven ,from
start to finish. # e passed for 1,557 yards and 13 TDs, and ran
for 310 yards and 7 more scores.
The significance of Peter Martin in the overall Trinity football spectrum is made even more apparent by a quick
examination of the existing trends in the last decade and a half.
When Trinity won the N.E. small college crown in 1978, it was
only the third time in twelve years that the Bantams had been a
contender, and only their second championship season since
Don Miller had taken the helm. 3 he subsequent 2-6 season did
nothing to discourage the once-every-four-years trend that had
developed. But the startling upset win over Tufts paved the
way for Trinity's second N.E. title in three years, and the 6-2
record of 1981 broke the, jinx on back-to-back contending
seasons, establishing once and for all the strength of Trinity's,
football program. That five of the six victories this fall were-

won without Martin makes the season's .
;*s an even
greater achievement, but with a true sense
• .atie, Pete
Martin entered the game lost to Wesleyan, a.;
..: ii, 25-24,
giving the Bantams tenth place in the Lamb'-i
-.; rankings:
the fifth time they had made the East's to;;
'•Miler Don
Miller's tutelage, but the third time in the la-' .. i.ears, and
th second year in a row. There will be lean >•.- : •II i-ome, but
they will be fewer and farther between.
1980 Tufts and 1981 Wesleyan— two WJI. .d games inthis significant period of Trinity football nisi., - were also
important games in Bill Schaufler's Trinity ca> • • : n the 16-14
win over Tufts, Schaufler made 14 solo tackk* ., .•_; was named
ECAC Div. Ill Defensive Player-of-the-W.--:k. Against
Wesleyan in the final game,of his Trinity cu;;:c;. Schaufler
broke the all-time Bantam mark for solo tackles, reaching 185,
surpassing former NFL star Roger LeClerc '60.
Steve LaFoftune played a vecy special role ii ;his period, as
he-startedJbr four years and played on all throe contending
clubs. Recognized as the finest offensive guard ever to play for
Trinity, LaFortune was Pete Martin's football teammate for j
eight straight autumns.
For other seniors, the final game with Wesleyan fittingly
brought an end to four seasons of Trinity football. Fullback
Bill Holden reached the elusive 2,000 career yard plateau, and
became the runner who carried the ball more times than any
other at Trinity. Bob Reading was the unselfish decoy who
drew double coverage, opening up McNamara for the winning
catch. This unselfishness, more than the 79 catches, 1,383 yards, and 15 TD he has rung up on the Summit, typifies his performance in a Trinity uniform. Against WilUams last fall,
Reading did decoy duty all day, allowing the secondary
receivers to haul in three TDs to seal the win, Mike Tucci had
an interception in his final game. Joe Penelia. managed to
secure all the tackling records for a Trinity defensive guard.
Ben Baron's key block allowed Martin time to get off that TD
pass. GlennMcLellan and Pete Smialek were slaVwarts on a
tiui hdJ (he (. jicnii.ili 'O.« VJIIJ, on «

1

',.!

...aster

John Josel and Justin George, high school rivals and college
teammates, had one last craek at their arch-rivals. A sweet
triumph for Bill Lindquist, Al Subbloie, and Jim
Kachadoorian. A story-book ending in real-life, in front of
7,000 homecoming fans.
"Though much is taken", with fifteen seniors departing,
"much abides", with the likes of Joe Shield and Tim .McNamara set to continue Trinity's football tradition. For the
first time in fifteen years Trinity has both a quarterback and a
receiver with outstanding potential and varsity experience
going into their sophomore year together (Martin and Reading
were classmates, but they did not blossom until their junior
year). It was an ending, for sure, but a new beginning as well,
as more names are added to the roll call of Trinity greats, and
in years to come, newer alumni will see different faces
throwing and running and blocking and tackling and kicking
and catching on the Trinity gridiron.
The comer has been turned; a new era has perhaps com*
menced.
,
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10 Lettermen Brew Up Potential Powerhouse
by Anthony Fischetti
Pgrusing through the '81-'82
men's Varsity Basketball roster is
like glancing down the Who's Who
for New England Division III hoop:
ten lettermen are returning from
last year's" 22-4 team that was
ranked 9th in the East, 14th in the
National Div. Ill polls, and 2nd in
N.E., while the team is spearheaded
once again by a nucleus that has.remained intact for the past four
seasons.
The-team is led by 6-8 center CarlRapp, who was an £CAC, NABC,
and Eastern Basketball All-Star in
'8O-'81T and who led the team in
scoring and rebounding, becoming
in the process only the eighth player
in Trin basketball history to reach
1,000 career points.
The lithe .center shared Bantam
MVP honors with "his Co-captain,
point guard John Meaney, who.
paced the Bants in assists with 98,

revitalization and speed, outside- that category last year, and for deceptively fast guard w'Kh a quick
shooting forward Tom King, Kerry some time held the number one slot. release juniper that often leaves opMuch of this outstanding ability to ponents flustered in its wake.
Sullivan, a big power forward, and
consistently hold opponents under Probably the most entertaining
senior cornerman Roger Coutu.
The resurgence of Coutu can be a 60 points can be attributed to the Bantam, however, will once again
strategies of rookie Head Coach be the lightnirig -fast Wynter, who
major asset to the Bantam attack,
Stan Ogrodnik. For two years the thrills his audience with incredible
as the strong, accurate shooting
full-court dashes capped by
defensive-specialist under departed
forward has in the past proved his
twisting,
high altitude layups, and
mentor
Dan
Doyle,
Ogrodnik
iniworth by hitting clutch shots,
coming down with key rebounds, . plememcd a trapping, baekeourt who can come with a crucial steal
zone press that continually induces when needed, as evidenced by the
and lending power to the Bants'
turnovers, while complementing forward's .selection last year as the
sometimes lacking inside game. Unthat with an'impressive series of Connecticut Division 111 College
fortunately, the senior has been
complicated, rotating zones that Defensive Player of the Year.
plagued by a variety of knee
both sag to protect the middle, and
The year's schedule promises to
problems since his sophomore
yet still guard against the outside be a testing one. as ihe squad will
years, and recently suffered another
shot via , the quickness of the take on Yale in New Haven on Dec.
leg injury, making him a doubtful
chasing point men.
12, and on January H-15 travels
participant in next Wednesday's
season-opener here against a talentOffensively, it will once again be across the continent to play a pair
against the University of Alaska at
laden Amherst team. Rounding out the work of Rapp that proves most
the bench corps are sophy guard effective, as senior scorer (14.4. Anchorage, in addition to the tough
Tyler Jones, and junior forward
ppg. career) is expected to continue NewT,jt)?,lsini.l skuu of games against
Rob Smith, a rebounding, defensive
to work his baseline magic off the such perennial powers us Wesleyun,
player inside.
.
feeds of Meaney, who can also Const Guard, Williams, and Tufts.
/
If use, tixpcrietNO, and cohesion
shoot when called upon (57% from
the field in '8O-'81), The outside count for anyihinj',, however,
display its excellence al the defenTrinity will be inure than ciiual to
scoring strength. will he derived
sive; end of the court, where it was
primarily from Hales (11.3 ppg.), a the clwlk'nuc.
ranked in the top five nationally in

and who was named to the
Academic Ail-American team last
winter. They will most likely be accompanied in the starting lineup by
senior classmate Jim Callahan, a
steady 6-4 forward that committed
but four turnovers in 26 games last
season; by junior phenomenon
Dave Wynter, who set a new school
record with 61 steals last year and
recqrded 24 blocked shots, and by
slithery sophomore guard Jim
Bates, who was second in team
scoring and assists in '80-'81.
The bench is once again composed of skill role players that can
perform brilliantly when called
upon in specific game situations
that require their individual fortes.
Returning after,a year's absence is
center Steve Bracken, along with
Ron Carroll, a streak-shooting
junior-guard who was dubbed "instant .offense" durir _
year, junior Pat SUafani, a peppy,
darting point-guajd who is insuted
when the offense needs some

iij Trucj K. Spanner
Well, sports fans, a.s the football
season comes to a close, our attention now turns to basketball. This
yeai especially, our eye:, should
(urn in the direction of I he I.ady
Bantams. The women's team js
looking good with a sirongci defense and more height on the team.
The coach of the 1981 women's
basketball team, is Karen Erland- .
son, a Ihiid year Trinity coaching
veteran. Last yeai she steered the
team to a 7-10 record including a
final 63-57 win over Wcsleyan at
Middletown. Angel Martinez '82,
an Assistant Coach of the 1980-81.
season, and Karen Weaver, a
graduate from Perdue University,
will be the Assistant Coaches for
the 1981-82 season.

i
Chris Lofgren takes advantage of her height during a game last season. She
is returning this year with 5 other veterans and 3 new rookies.

Erlandson has been recruiting
women for the basketball team for
two years. The efforts of 1980
brought a number of talented
women to the team last year. AilAmerican Karen Orczyk, 6'0 center
Chris Lofgren, and sharp shooter
Debbie Priestly came to the team

lasi ye.ii in addition to strong early as the second halt of the
defensive players Penny Perkins game.
and I t;slie Wicks. These five
The discouraging setbacks of the
sophomores will team up with
first .scrimmage were turned into
junior captain 'Ferric Johnson and
goals during the second scrimmage
new icciuit.s Robin Black, Karen
against Western. While the offense
Rodgcrs and Kathy Soley to round
was sun weak, (he defense conout ihe 1981-82team.
trolled the aggressive players of
'I he I.ady Bants have played two
Western and permitted only 34
scrimmage games against Eastern
points while scoring 44 themselves
Conn. State College and Western
which gave •Trin the victory.
Conn.-StaB College- this past week.
LofgTen and Rodgers showed their
The team's few weaknesses were laurels in the game with five scores
exposed and worked on'al the KC- each. All the women picked up the
SC game where the ECSC women
valuable courttime which should
presented both a very strong offense
help the team to victory when they
and an arm-binding defense, The begin their season against Mt.
women had some problems against
Holyokenext Wednesday.
Eastern's pressure, scoring only sixThe team has come quite a way
teen" baskets in the game to
since they started practice only a
Eastern's thirty-eight.
few weeks ago. The women are
In spite of fine performances by
Lofgren and Priestley with four playing better together, as they
baskets each to their credit, the Trin learn to expect their teammates
offense could not muster enough reactions and to work as a unit. It is
team's
control of the ball required for a harder to see the
victory, The "motivated" and weaknesses, but with the time spent
"tenacious learners" of the Trin against the two teams last week and
team worked diligently on the game the work in practice this week, the
and showed improvement even as problems will be ironed out.

Hockey Will Improve With New Recruits and New Style of Play

by
Ennlllo
iv Ilm
Ilm Frmllln

With 17 returning lettermen, an
excellent recruiting year, and a
new style of play, varsity hockey
coach John Dunham is looking
forward to a marked improvement
over last year's disappointing 7-14
record. Trinity has had'two consecutive off-seasons after reaching
the ECAC playoffs in 1977, 1978
and 1979, but Dunham feels his
young, rebuilding club could
blossom into a contender once
again, as long as they're not
plagued by injuries like last year.
The number one question on
everybody's mind is how the team
will fare without two-year starter
and MVP goalie Steve Solik, who is
taking the season off in order to
concentrate on his studies.
According to Dunham this should
not be .a major problem""as sophomore Brian Clarke has improved
with experience and confidence
while promising frosh Chris Watras
has been a pleasant surprise in the
goal. Overall, Dunham, is pleased
with their improvement and is
expecting
some
consistent,
dependable goaltending from the
two of them. *
Defensively, the icemen are
improved and more confident with

. seven. returning
.
lettermen, led by
powerful junior Mike McCarthy,
impressive sophomore Bill Stride,
and junior Kevin Slattery. Filling
out this talented, aggressive
defense are junior Ander Wensberg and Glen Scanlon, who looks
as though he has benefitted from a
year off, and sophomores Chip
Farnham, Gordy St. John and Ted
Crowell, all of whom can "step in
and contribute at any time,"
Dunham noted. In addition, look
for freshman Bill Nault to put some
serious pressure on the incumbents. With this kind of talent,
there should be some fierce competition for blue line playing time.
Turning to the forward lines,
Dunham is a firm believer in his
new style of play, modelled after
the Europeans, which emphasizes
more skating without the puck and
greater puck movement. "This
should improve the players as
skaters as well as provide more
scoring chances," Despite the lack
of a 30-goal scorer, he is very high
on his top line of Sophomore Dave
Lenahan at left wing, and a pair of
exciting freshmen, Hugh Gorman
and Barney Corning, at center and
right wing, respectively. This
threesome have proved themselves
as-excellent skaters, with and with-

out the puck, and should*be quite
solid.
Following .them are a couple of
well-balanced lines, one with
dependable right-winger T.R.
Goodman,
Tri-captain
Bob
Ferguson, and junior Steve.
McDonald, while the 'other has
freshman Lou Shipley, Tri-captain
Joe Upton, and last year's leading
scorer Karl Nelson, Dunham,
pleased with the depth he has here,
admits that changes are possible
because of the equality of talent.
Behind these lines are sophomore
Dan Flynn, junior Bob Trammte
and freshmen Mike Sload, Soe
Lunghamer, and Jim Schact, all of
whom "will be looked to for a significant contribution," Dunham
said.
Overall, this should prove to be
quite an interesting year, as Trin
will meet a number of Division II
playoff teams as well as every Div.
Ill playoff club of a year ago. As
Dunham summed things up,
"There are no more pushovers on
our schedule — the"quality of play
in this league has markedly improved and should be a tough
challenge for our club, but with our
new style of play coupled with an
excellent attitude things are
looking good."

*S
The icemen are also excited
about the new system, and have
excellent leadership both on and
off the ice, although the other Tricaptain Brian Dorman, hobbled by
serious knee problems, will
probably be limited ? to coaching
and recruitment. Regardless,
Dunham said, "He will still make a
difference just by being there and

J
*/
bolstering an already tremendous
attitude and spirited and lively
practice, sessions."
Combine all this with an impressive permanent facility at the
new Kingswood -Oxford School
rink in West Hartford and it
become!, obvious that Trin Hockey
will be quite exciting this season.

swsbedu pholo by Jari Loste'

Trinity guard Steve LaFortune, who was named winner of the first John J.
Noten Jr. Memorial Award for the Outstanding small College Lineman in
New England, announced in the New England Football newsletter. The
award •$ decided by a vote of the 25 Divi son n i coaching staffs in the region.

